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STAR SCHOOLS-CHAPTER I FUNDING

THURSDAY, APRIL 27, 1989

U.S. SENATE,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EDUCATION, ARTS AND HUMANITIES OF THE

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
Jackson, MS.The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m. in theOld Supreme Court Chamber, Mississippi State Capitol, Jackson,MS, Senator Thad Cochran, presiding.

Present: Senator Cochran.
Senator COCHRAN. If you will come to order we will begin ourhearing. This hearing has been authorized by the Labor andHuman Resources Committee, specifically the Subcommittee onEducation, Arts and Humanities of the U.S. Senate. SenatorEdward Kennedy is chairman of the full committee and authorizedthese hearings to be held in Mississippi today and tomorrow. Thechairman of the Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanitiesis Senator Claiborne Pell of Rhode Island. He authorized thesehearings as well and I express my appreciation for this privilege toconvene these hearings in our State and to chair the hearings intheir absence today. The purpose of our hearings is to review theStar Schools Program and Lhe Chapter I Program of the Elementa-ry and Secondary Education Act. Tomorrow's hearings will be onthe subject of vocational education and will be held at Gulf CoastCommunity College, Jeff Davis campus.

Before we begin the hearing I want to express my appreciation toDr. Richard Boyd and his staff for helping with the arrangementsfor the hearings. I am very grateful for their assistance. We willnow receive a statement by Senator Kennedy for the record.[The drepared opening statement of Senator Kennedy follows:)
PREPARED OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR KENNEDY

Senator KENNEDY. I want to commend Senator Cochran for hold-ing today's hearing on the benefits of Chapter I and the StarSchools Program for Disad%antaged Children.
Chapter I is the centerpiece of Federal education aid for disad-vantaged elementary and secondary school student. Star Schools isa relatively new program designed to use the latest technology tobring math, science, foreign languages and other subjects to chil-dren which have limited access to them.
As we developed the Star Schools legislation, we heard testimonyfrom school administrators, teachers, and children. All underscoredthe need to bring these subjects which are vital for our economic

(1)
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competitiveness to areas of the country where they are not avail-
able. We also needed to do this in as cost-effective a manner as pos-
sible. Using advanced technology such as satellite, microwave,
cable, fibre optics, and others, we can beam the best teachers into
the most rural schoolhouses.

So far we have not been disappointed. The first year of funding
$19 millionwas awarded to four muitistate telecommunications
consortia which together will provide servicf.. to 1,000 schools in 39
States. Three of the winning consortia inci...ded Mississippi part-
ners, which gives us a special opportunity to see the effectiveness
of the program in rural and disadvantaged areas. In most of these,
it is still too early to perform a comprehensive evaluation of how
students and teachers are faring, but I am glad that we have the
opportunity today to receive a status report on the program.

We believe Star Schools holds great promise here in Mississippi
and throughout the country to enhance educational opportunities
for diswivantaged students, and to make major strides toward
equalizing educational opportunity.

Senator COCHRAN. I want to welcome each one of you and I ap-
preciate your attendance at the hearing. I know you are busy and
there are many things that you have going on that need your at-
tention and we are very glad that you could be with us today. We
have several teachers and students who are away from their class-
rooms today to be here to help us review these programs. We ap-
preciate your principals agreeing for you to be here.

We ay. 'so fortunate and honored today to have Doris Dixon,
the Cha, I specialist for the U.S. Department of Education. I
would like for Mrs. Dixon to stand so you will know who she is.
Thank you for being here. We also have with us Ann Young, a
member of the subcommittee's staff. She is Senator Claiborne Pell's
representative this morning.

The two programs that we will be reviewing today are of vital
interest to our education system in the State of Mississippi. Both
programs, Star S^hools and Chapter I, were authorized for a 5-year
period under Public Law 100-297, the Hawkins-Stafford Elementa-
ry and Secondary Education Improvement Amendments of 1988.
Chairman Pell, along with other members of the Education Sub-
committee were the principal authors of this legislation. Although
the primary legislative work was done last year, the subcommittee
maintains its commitment to these programs through its continu-
ous review and evaluation of them. I can think of no better place to
examine the Star Schools and Chwiter I services than in the State
of Mississippi where Federal dollars are being put to use in a very
effective way. I also would add that the Appropriations Committee
on which I serve has a subcommittee that maintains jurisdiction
over the funding level of these programs. I am happy this year to
be a member of that subcommittee as well as the legislative com-
mittee thal., authorizes the program. Last year when the Depart-

, melt of F lucation awarded the first Star School demonstration
grants. three Mississippi projects were among the four nationwide
to obtain funding. Mississippi Educational Television, the Universi-
ty of Mississippi and Mississippi State University are part of three
different consortia working together to provide mathematics, sci-
ence, and foreign language instruction using telecommunications,
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technology and satellite communication to areas with high concen-
trations of economically disadvantaged studentz. Mississippi is be-coming a leader in this educational technology of the future. We
are very fortunate to have the directors of the three projects with
us today and look forward to hearing their testimony.I am very happy that we started the Star Schools Program en-
acted by the Congress in 1987. As an original cosponsor of the legis-lation, I was glad to see language included in the bill that insured
that 50 percent of the funds would go to areas with high areas of
Chapter I students. That gives us a chance, if you understand, in
the competition for funds for that program. Last year's appropria-
tion for the Star School's program was $14.4 million dollars. As amember of that Appropriations Subcommittee, I will be working
this year to see that Star Schools is funded again. In fact, the Sec-
retary of Education, Lauro Cavazos, appeared in early April before
our subcommittee and we expressed to him our support for the pro-gram and urged his consideration of favorable support.

With regard to Chapter I, Mississippi has always been a primarybeneficiary of these Federal dollars. The State's Chapter I coordina-
tors and teachers are not just receivers of the Federal assistance;
they are innovators. Over 128,000 Mississippi students are benefit-ing this year from Chapter I assistance. They not only receive in-struction in language arts, mathematics, and science, but also bene-fit from other support as guidance counseling and health service.

The Hawkins/gtafford Act reauthorized the concentration grantportion of the Chapter I statute. You may remember that this wasa part of the law as early as 1978 but it had not been funded since
1980. That has now changed. The fiscal year 1989 appropriations
hill included $172.9 million for concentration grants under Chapter
I. Mississippi will be receiving $4,307,000 for the 1989-1990 school
year under this newly appropriated measure. During the authoriza-tion in our committee of this program we were able to secure achange in the funding formula so that Mississippi would receive
more money under the concentration grants program. The purposeof the concentration grants program is to provide Chapter I supple-
mentary funds to school districts with high concentration of chil-dren in poverty.

[The prepared statement of Senator Cochran follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR COCHRAN

This hearing of the Senate Education, Arts and Humanities Sub-
committee will come to order. Good mornirg. Before we begin, Iwould like to thank Dr. Richard Boyd and his staff for hosting ustoday. The assistance given to us in arranging witnesses and in re-
serving this chambor are most appreciated. Thank you for allowingus to be here.

I want to take this opportunity to welcome each of you thismorning and to thank you for taking time out of your busy sched-
ules to be here. We have taken several teachers and students out oftheir classrooms today, and we are grateful to their principals for
allowing them to testify.

I'm also happy to introduce Doris Dixon, Chapter I specialist for
the U.S. Department of Education, and Ann Young, representing
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the subcommittee's chairman, Sonator Claiborne Pell. Let me add
here that we are grateful to the chairman for allowing the Educa-
tion Subcommittee to hold this hearing in Mississippi.

Today's meeting will focus on two Federal programs of vital in-
terest to Mississippi students: Star Schools and Chapter I. Both pro-
grams were authorized for a 5-year period under Public Law 100-
297, the Hawkins-Stafford Elementary and Secondary Education
Improve! nent Amendments of 1988. Chairman Pell and the mem-
bers of the Education subcommittee were the principal authors of
this legislation. Although the primary legislative work was done
last year, the subcommittee maintains its commitment to these
programs through its continuous examination of them. I can think
of no better place to examine Star Schools and Chapter I services
than in the State of Mississippi where Federal dollars are being
put to use in very effective ways.

For example, last year when the U.S. Department of Education
awarded the first Star Schools demonstration grants, three Missis-
sippi projects were among the four nationwide to obtain funding.
Mississippi Educational Television, the University of Mississippi,
and Mississippi State University are part of three different consor-
tia working together to provide mathematics, science, and foreign
language instruction via satellite to areas with high concentrations
of economically disadvantaged students. Mississippi is becoming a
leader in this educational wave of the future. We are very fortu-
nate to have the directors of the three projects with us today; we
look forward to hearing their testimony.

I have been committed to the Star Schools project since its incep-
tion in 1987. As an original cosponsor of the legislation, I worked to
see that language was added ensuring that 50 percent of the funds
would go to areas with high numbers of Chapter I students. Last
,ear's appropriation for Star Uclools was $14.4 million. As a
member of the Senate Approp.eiat;.on6 Subcommittee on Labor,
HHS, and Education, I will be v,orkirm. to see that Star Schools is
adequately funded. In fact, the Secretary of Education, Lauro Cava-
zos, appeared in early April before the Appropriations Subcommit-
tee, and I had the chance to express my support at that time.

With regard to Chapter I, Mississippi has always been a primary
beneficiary of these Federal dollars. But the State's Chapter I coor-
dinators and teachers are not just receivers of the Federal assist-
ance; they are innovators. Over 128,000 Mississippi students are
benefiting this year from Chapter I assistance. They not only re-
ceive instruction in language arts, mathematics, and science, they
also benefit from support services such as guidance counseling and
health.

The Hawkins/Stafford Act reauthothed the concentration grant
provision that has been part of the Chapter I statute since 1978 but
has not been funded since 1980. The purpose of the concentration
grant provision is to provide Chapter I supplementary funds to
school districts with high concentrations of children in poverty.
During reauthorization, I worked to char (re the funding formula so
that Mississippi would receive more m, , under concentration
grants. I am pleased that the fiscal year 1989 appropriations bill
included $172.9 million for concentration grants, and I note that
Mississippi will be receiving $4,307,900 for the 1989-1990 school

8
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year under the newly appropriated pmgram. I have expressed my
interest in Chapter I basic grants and concentration grants to the
Secretary of Education and will be working in the Appropriations
Committee to see that they are funded well.

Again, I want to welcome all of our witnesses today. Your sugges-tions are invaluable to our subcommittee as we continue to explore
ways to improve existing programs such as Star Schools and Chap-ter I. All of your remarks will be made part of the subcommittee spermanent record. Let us begin with our first panel.

Well, that is enough of an intro iuctory statement from me Iwant you to know that I am truly grateful for your presence here
and we have panels of witnesses this morning who I nqw want towelcome and ask to come forward to make their presentation tothe Committee. The first panel will present an overview of the edu-cation situation in our State and we look forward to hearing fromthem. We also want the record to contain some information about
the Education Reform Act here in our State.

The first panel includes Dr. Richard Boyd, our State Superin-
tendent of Education; Dr. Olon Ray who is Special Assistant for
Education in the office of Governor Ray Mabus, and Dr. Joe Rosswho is Chairman of the Mississippi State Board of Education.
Please come forward and let me welcome you formally to the com-mittee hearing. I know that you have statements that you haveprepared and have provided to the committee. We thank you forthat. Those statements will be included in their entirety and wewill urge you to make whatever summary comments or statementsto the committee that you choose. After each of you have complet-ed your presentation, we will then have opportunity to discuss yourtestimony.

Dr. Boyd, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD A. BOYD, STATE SUPERINTENDENT
OF EDUCATION, MISSISSIPPI STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCA-
TION, JACKSON, MS; DR. OLON E. RAY, SPECIAL ASSISTANT FOR
THE EDUCATION OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR, JACKSON, MS;
AND DR. JOE M. ROSS, CHAIRMAN, MISSISSIPPI STATE BOARD
OF EDUCATION, VICKSBURG, MS
Dr. BOYD. Good morning, Senator Cochran. I am really pleased tohave the opportunity this morning to tell you a little bit of the

progress that we have made in improving elementary and second-
ary education in Mississippi in the last few years. Senator Cochranreferred to the Education Reform Act. One thins I think Mississip-pi has not gotten enough recognition for over the years is that theEducation Reformat Act of Mississippi which was passed in Decem-ber of 1982 and that was 4 months before "A Nation At Risk" waspublished. After "A Nation At Risk" everybody had an educationformat but this State, I think, has not gotten much recognition asneeded that really ran a vanguard of that movement. We had alittle argument with that Act at this point. The law required it, sig-nification still needs to take place. It is largely in place and in thelast year or so we have begun to move on to other things that areneeded. Things we ai..e pleased with, there has been a steadilyrising level of achievement on the part of our students. That was
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our bottom line. We are not where we need to be in building math
achievement and higher organizational skills and that type of
thing but we have made a lot of progress. Teacher salaries only a
few years ago we were 50th in this country. We them moved to
49th, then 48th and this past year we leaped over another four or
five States and so steady progress is being made there.

In my testimony I included an attachment from an issue of Edu-
cation Daily of a couple of weeks ago. I think that is very pertinent
because the article in Education Daily said that in a recent confer-
ence in Washington it pointed out that education experts across
this country had their eye on three States. One of those was New
Jersey, one of those was Minnesota and the other was Mississippi,
and the reason that think people have their eyes on us, we really
think that we have probably led the nation in terms of working
with school districts that are not performing at the level that we
should. We currently have 17 school districts that we have put on
probation. A lot of people across the Nation, when they first heard
about that thought that was a negative type thing. We do not look
at it as negative nor do I think the school districts look at it as
negative because our point was that we were not just going to put
them on probation and leave them hanging out there. We were
going to put them on probation and k for all kinds of help for
them and give them some extra resources to help them improve.

I think it is good that you have chosen Star Schools project and
Chapter I as topics as today's testimony because both of them have
great impact. on this State. The people of Mississippi probably do
not realize the extent of poverty that we really have in this State.
Figures that usually astonish people I speak about at national
meetings. In this State 51 percent of our children are eligible for
free and reduced price lunches. And the next highest State, which I
believe is Louisiana, has 41 percent and then it goes down in grada-
tions of one or two percentage points, 40, 39, 38, 37. We are 10 per-
centage points higher than the second highest State, so obviously
Chapter I means a great deal to us in our attempt to improve edu-
cation. You mentioned, Senator Cochran, that we were one of
really two States, Alabama being the other, that were in on three
of the four consortia. That has been a great thing for us. I under-
stand there is a great amount of consternation among the other
States in the nation because some of them did not get in on the
front end of the deal, but as you will hear later this morning from
other witnesses, we are off and running with that. We have had
four school districts this year already involved and with plans f'r
great work in that next year, so I am pleased to be able to take
these brief few moments just to give you snapshot of how we have
improved.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Boyd follows:]

0



PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. RICHARD A. BOYD

I am pleased to hove the opportunity this morning to tell you of the

progress that we have mode in Mississippi in improving elementary and

secondary education over the post five years. It is a story worth telling.

In December of 1982, the Mississippi Leg',staturewhich hod been

called into special session by then-Governor William Winter- passed the

first comprehensive education reform act in this notion. I remind you

that December, 1982, was about four months before the publication of "A

Nation At Risk," after which a great number of states began to adopt

education reform measures. But Mississippi was first in that regard.

The Mississippi Education Reform Act contained 17 major components,

and we have been busily engaged in putting those in place since its

passage. That task was largely completed about a year ago, and we then

began to refine those components and to move into other arei,3 of

improvement. We have drastically raised standards for how the schools in

this state are to be operated: higher standards for entering the teaching

profession, for student performance, for administrators, and for school

board members.

The result of all of this has been a steadily rising level of

achievement on the part of our students. And at the beginning of this

school year, Mississippi became only the fourth state to open a special

statewide school for students who are highly talented in science and

mathematics. Teacher salary increases over this two-year period will

undoubtedly be the highest in the notion, and the latest rankings show that

we have passed another four states in average teacher salaries this year.

+.
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In o recent issue of Education Daily, a copy of which I have attached

to my wntten testimony, Mississippi was cited as one of three, states that

were being watched by education experts across the nation for their

attempts to hold local school districts accountable. The other two states

were New Jersey and Minnesota. We indeed are a leader in this regard, and

we are pleased with what we are seeing in some of our poorer performing

districts.

This action is not without controversy, because our Education Reform

Act calls for heavy regulation from the state. As this committee well

knows, many people are calling for less national and state regulation and

more local school flexibility. President Bush recently mode that concept

a port of his education package. However, I don't think it is that simple,

and our State Board of Education and our Legislature believe that a certain

amount of regulation is needed, particularly for school districts that are

not being managed well.

The major difference between our system in Mississippi and that in

most other states is that we have established a procedure whereby we

have identified our poorest performing districts, placed then on probation,

required them to file with us a plan of improvement, and are now helping

them to implement those plane. We are not simply walking away from

them and leaving them unassisted.

We still hove a long way to go in Mississippi in improving elementary

and secondary education, because our student achievement still ranks near

the bottom of the notion. But it is steadily rising ana ree expect further

continuing progress. I appreciate having the opportunity to tell you a

little of what we are doing.

12
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ATTACHMENT TO TESTIMONY BY DR. RICHARD A. BOYD, MIS'SSIPPI STATE SUPERINTENDENI OF EDUCATION
APRIL :7, 1980

ARO

EDUCATORS AWAIT RESULTS of ankle ACCOUNTABILITY SCHEMES

Educators ar keeping a close watch on three states that are struggling to
boost school accountability, officials said last week at a conference of the
Council of Chief State School Officers (CCSSO).

Mississivpil-New -Jeremy-and Minnesota "have cracked cFe whip and are holding
schools accountable through student test scores and other means," livid Glenda
Partee7assistant director of CCSSO's resource center on educational equity.
The three stater are on the forefront of the push for accountability, and state
officials are waiting to see whether their controversial approaches will work.

New Jersey's school takeover law allows the state to fire district administra
tors and disband school boards if districts don't meet state standards. Carol
West, education program specialist in the state education department, said 97
percent of New Jersey's 583 school districts have met state, standards on school

facilities, curriculum, instruction and other factors and have been certified
for five years, while 3 percent have two years to improve.

West said state monitoring has helped narrow the gap between student test
scores in New Jersey's 56 urban school districts and other districts. "The
gaps generally are closing, but all children are improving," West said. "We
think that's pretty impressive." In 1987, 79.6 percent of urban students and
96.2 percent of other students weed the reading test, West said.

Those numbers increased to 84.4 percent and 97.4 percent, respectively, in
1988. Lesults for writing and math were similar, she said. While test score.
are up, the accountability plan has sparked a lawsuit, in which the Jersey City
School District is trying to prevent a takeover (ED, Dec. 15, 1988).

Competition is the key in Minnesota, where open enrollmeut should weed our the
schools that can't or won't give students the best possible education, said
Will Antel, manager of Minnesota's equal education opportunities ,Iffice (ED,
Jan. 4). A spokeswoman for the state education department said it's coo early
to gauge the impact of open enrollment since mandatory compliance by all
districts doesn't begin until 1990-91.

While the overall impact remains unclear, requests for transfers are
increasing, Antel said. But most participants so far have been from higher
socioeconomic groups, he said. "It's not as easy to get information about
school optionk to some parentras.others, but we're working-on ways to ramcM
all parents," he said.

While the free makket appcoach guides Minnesota, Mississippi uses the threst
of removing accreditation to spur school improvement. Since 1982, Mississippi
has required all schools tv be accredited based on results of student test
scores and compulsory facility, teacher certification and student health and
safety standards.

This year, 17 school districts were placed on probation until their students'
reading, math, writing and language test scores improve, said Sarah Beard,
director of Mississippi's d compliance education department. "We

think that within five years, all of our schools will meet the standards" with
help from state consultants.

Minnesota, Mississippi and New Jersey are adjusting their programs to safeguard
students and teachers who are already succeeding. But state officials say its
essential for parents and states to prod schools to meet higher standards.
"There are things you're supposed to do because that's what your job is," West
said. --Jane McQueen
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Dr. Boyd for your pres-
entation and for the statement that we have from you. It is very
helpful to us.

I should have mentioned at the outset that Senator Kennedy has
sent a statement to be included in the hearing an' that statement
will be made u part of the hearing record prior to the beginning of
our hearing.

Let me now call on Dr. Olon Ray. We appreciate your being here
Dr. Ray and ask you to proceed in any way that you would. like.

Dr. RAY. Thank you, Senator Cochran. I want to express my gen-
uine appreciation for your presence here today and also for the op-
portunity to widen our children's case at the educational realm be-
cause they are such important persons to us and others with whom
you work in the educational realm of the United States Senate. I
want to reflect what Dick Boyd said to begin with. First of all,think
Mississippi has a lot to be proud of. For the many years of my life
we did not have any of the summaries to brag about or to point to
that we do right now and I think we all are very much aware of
the importance of that to our state. The Educational Reform Act
should be heralded as a source of pride to us because of what it has
done for us, the fact that we were first in the nation really to ad-
dress, comprehensively address educational needs and to accept
that challenge. But I think most important is the fact that we have
proven some thing to ourselves. We have proven that when we
decide we want to do something even as difficult as taking on the
task of redirecting, changing, challenging people because of educa-
tim that we are prepared to show that under the leadership of Dr.
Boyd and the State Board and the school people around the State
that that has made a significant impact on what is happening in
this State.

Referring to the fact that Mississippi led the nation last year in
teacher pay increase, we also proudly point to the fact that we
have accepted the challenge to let the State Department Gover-
nor's office, other interested and vital programs of that to make
Mississippi a totally literate State. I think that is an incredible
commitment; I think it is a chief question in terms of productivity
and access to success. I think the announcement last week concern-
ing bringing Right to Read into all the elerr ?ntary schools of this
State demonstrates first of all that commitment; second the coop-
eration amongst State leadership to do good things for kids and for
citizens.

In all the positive things I cannot pass up the opportunity to ex-
press to you what your colleagues and others here today, what I
feel like is a problem or a challenge we have in this Nation. first
of all, Mississippi's educational needs are reflective of the rest of
the Nation. I do not mean to single us out and say we are any dif-
ferent. If we solve problems in this state the solutions are applica-
ble all across this Nation. I think Mississippi indeed has placed the
Nation's needs in that area. One point we need to make, I think we
need to make is to say that many of the problems which education
is blamed. with and problems pointed out are not simply education
problems. I wish they rere that simple. I feel very strongly that
they are society problems with what is greater, sense of urgency
than simply have education deficiencies. I personally feel that right

1'
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now the schools of the nation are not performing as well. That puts
the United States vs. Mississippi in a competitive advantage when
we look at the rest of the world in the global competitive society, a
much greater society or certainly economy to look at. I think the
urgency of that situation has been well pointed out by people like
Ross Perrault and a number of other people who have addressed
that situation. Perry Buckles to name another, Dave Thomas and
others. And I do not think they are wrong in their assessment.
There is a sense of urgency and crisis in improving education in
this country. I think if we are going to do that we need to under-
stand that simply spending more money and to do some of the
same things that we are doing now are not answers. There are no
quick fixes and no political answers. I know we cannot tell people
that 2 years from now we are going to be able to make America's
schools the best in the world and give our kids, universally give our
kids the credited advantages they need. We are not going to be able
to do that. I think the challenge and the crisis, attitudes surround-
ing that challenge is that we do not start today and continue to
compete options for improvement and I think the committee must
address the need for that change and also how change occurs. We
are not going to be pleased. We are not going to mandate. We are
not going to overnight change practices. We have to very carefully
weigh our options in that need to start up again family participa-
tion in their schools, community participation in their schools, staff
participation in their schools so that there is a pride of ownership,
a sense of commitment to do that, and Senator, I believe one of the
most perilous threats that we have to our educational reform are
these; economic competitive and economic competitiveness is
second rate to quality of education. Simply stated, we have got to
change that.

Finally, I would like to say the change that we are going to have
to deal with is the basis of education. We must undergo basic and
radical change, how we teach, what we teach, how we deliver in-
struction, how we organize schools for success and I would like to
again commend you and also welcome the opportunity to present,
again reflect on these challenges.

The prepared statement of Dr. Ray follows;]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF OLON E. RAY

Mr. Chairman and committee member , I am Olon Ray,
Special Assistant to the Governor for Education. I

welcome you to Jackson. It is a pleasure for me to have
this opportunity to share my thoughts and concerns with

you.

Mississippi is proud of being, the first state in the
nation to adopt an encompassing education reform act. We

are even more pleased that the Education Reform Act of
1982 has served as a model for y number of states and has
significantly contributed to the improvement of
Mississippi's educational program.

Full funding of the Education Reform Act in

succeeding legislative sessions has resulted in
kindergartens becoming available to all children of the
State and has provided teacher assistants for the lower
elementary grades. New procedures for school
accreditation, teacher certification, staff development,
and teacher evaluation have been developed and employed.
Academic achievement, as reflected by stardardized tests,

has shown a steady rise. The development and
implementation of a compulsory attendance program show
promise in dealing with the State's tragically high
dropout rate. Mississippi's experience with education
reform clearly demonstrates that the State has both the
commitment. and the ability to bring about desired change.

MississipWs education reform act and others across
the nation have addressed a number of Important
educational needs, but they have in no way produced the
sweeping changes required for the success of our people
and our country. Mississippi students, along with those
across the nation, continue to perform academically at a
level which places the United States at a competitive
disadvantage in a global economy.

Mississippi's educationa] deficiencies are
characteristic of those of the rest of the nation.
Global competitiveness, the knowledge explosion, and the

a
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technological revolution combine to create an increasing
demand for more and better educational opportunities for
all Americans. Today's schools are not able to meet that
challenge.

Educational problems are reflective of a much
greater societal problem; therefore, educators should not
receive total blame for education's problems, nor can
educators alone be expected to correct the ills of
education. The American people are being outworked and
outproduced by a number of other countries. We must
re-examine our work ethic and our commitment to
excellence. The same problems and needs exist for the
workplace and for the schools. If we are to be
competitive with the world's best, we must work harder,
be more disciplined, be more goal-oriented, and be
committed to long term solutions. These needs exist
throughout our society and are pot peculiar to our
schools.

The present educational programs are not adequate to
meet the needs of our nation. First, the quality of
programs is unacceptable. Second, there are too many
people who fail to receive even basic educational
benefits. Consider the nation's dropout and illiteracy
problems. The future economic success of America will
depend on the educational competency of our entire
population. We will not be able to isolate the effects
of the failure of a large segment of our people.

It is now time to create a new generation of schools
which are designed to academically challenge all
students. Our educational systems must undergo basic and
radical change. We must change the way we teach, much of
what we teach, and how we administratively organize
school. We must radically change the basis of education.
More money to support present practices is not the
answer. I believe it to be unwise to continue to attempt
to simply repair a system which really does not work.

It is my considered opinion that the new generation
of schools required to bring personal success to our
people and economic security to our nation can be best
achieved through the creation of a network of model
schools. We can bring together committed leadership,
financial resources, the best instructional strategies,
the best use of technology, and the best administrative
structures to create demonstration centers. Great
emphasis will be placed on student learning outcomes, but
great latitude will be given these model centers to
assure staff and community creativity and program
ownership. These model schools will be used as
demonstration centers for other schools and for schools
of education in our universities.
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School improvement of the type and magnitude
required will be realized only through a time-consuming
growth process. Mandates which require overnight
restructuring. instructional changes, teacher testing or
other short-ghted "political cures" serve only to delay
implementation of meaningful solutions.

Although considerable educational progress has been
achieved in Mississippi and many other areas of the
nation within the past few years, we have yet to address
the most important changes which must be made. There are
no easy answers nor any quick remedies. Basic and
radical change is required in order for America's
educational systems to be globally competitive.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for your profound state-
ment. Let us now hear from Dr. Joe Ross, our State Board of Edu-
catior. Chairman. Welcome, Dr. Ross.

Dr. Ross. Thank you, Senator Cochran for allowing me to also
bring testimony. My testimony is going to be a little bit more spe-
cific about part of the Education Reform Act and a summary about
where we have come since 1982.

The Education Reform Act put together many new ideas and
concepts and philosophies to make some change in the future of
education. Certainly, as Dr. Ray said, this is not going to come in
one, two or three years but it certainly should come in less than a
generation. We are already seeing some change, maiden change we
believe will take place as the years pass and as children who areentering the school system now and in the last 4 years will become
leaders in our State. Because of the part of the educational format
we are no longer nationally ashamed to talk about education in
Mississippi. It may well be that we are behind in some things but
we are making progress and that progress is being noticed and I
will just make some points about some of those projects

Early childhood education, of course, is being talked about lot
now. Mississippi was late in getting into early childhood educ onexcept for the years and years of Headstart but we now have a kin-
dergarten program that we feel is second to none. We have put to-
gether some ideas about kindergarten teaching concepts that notall States use. This is a pi ogram of learning around training cen-
ters or learning centers and it is not just to teach how to read and
write, although that takes place, but to develop children at this age
so that they wij be able to learn and to compete in the coming
years. One of the early childhood programs that really not much
has been said about outside of Mississippi except that we havegiven examples, is our teacher assistant program which actually
came before the Educational Reform Act. The most important partabout this is it puts in K through 3 two adults in a teaching situa-
tion in a classroom. This gives a ratio of about one to 15. There
may well be no better ratio than that but in this country and we
really believe that this is going to pay dividends. In fact, we think
we have seen tests already to show that the teacher assistant pro-
grams shows dividends.

Teacher and administrative development is also a part of the
format. We are attaching that too in place, staff development a
whole new idea of teacher continued training was presented so thatit is a need already in the school district system. It is required to
continue certification for all the teachers have to be a part of this.
It may need some changes and we will be looking at that.

The School Executive Management Institute is how we train our
administrators. Prior to the format there was no training for ad-
ministrators specifically. Now we have a regular system of training
existuig and new school administrators so that they do not justhave to learn on their own or just get in without a hold as they
can. This is a very excellent program and we feel it has helped the
administrative.

Another part of the format that is certainly important is the
statewide curriculum and this basically assures that all students
are taught the same curricult..-, throughout the State. There is
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many ways that we assure this through some testing but this is an
important part also.

Accountability is a word that we hear about from Washington
down to local states and local counties. We have many ways to
measure accountability in Mississippi. We are doing it as far as stu-
dents are concerned, as schools concerned and it is basically an ac-
cepted pi ogram in which the testing in our 3/5/8 and this really
measures those teaching skills that we in Mississippi think are im-
portant. It allows us to compare schools, even to compare teaches
and to compare districts. The Functional Literacy Exam has re-
ceived a lot of popularity, a lot of notoriety I do not know if popu-
larity is the word, but it does assure that a student who graduates
from a school in Mississippi can at least fill out a checkbook or
read a newspaper and write a simple paragraph and we found in
our years of developing that when it was taken seriously it worked
and we believe that this is going to make sure the students can live
a normal active life when they graduate from our schools in Missis-
sippi. We also give another test called Home Reference Test in
four, six and eight which measures us wi. other States in the
country so we can compare what we are doing in Mississippi with
other States.

Probably the most important tool coming out of the format to
assure all of these things that I have talked about take place is the
Performance Based Accreditation. It is a complicatedmaybe too
complicated in times mechanism where we measure what is going
on in schools. The State Board of Education is extremely interested
in moving that from too much process to more performance. We do
have performance indicators now and we have schools on probation
who have not met those performance indicators.

Certification of teachers has been improved and up-graded
through the format. It is not just everyone can become a teacher
and this will upgrade the quality of education. Another one of our
accountability measures is our report card school districts in which
we provide the school districts a whole list of things about them-
selves so that the public cart know what is going on in that school
district. There are many other parts of the format and what is
probably the most exciting to us, although these last 5 years the
Board has been very concerned about, putting into place the
format. We now have everything in place or approximately in place
and we are beginning to add to the educational end of those things
that are important and those new ideas that are going beyond the
format.

We again thank you for the opportunity for our testimony today.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Ross follows:]

0
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOE M. ROSS, JR.

For education in Mississippi, the future is now. Since the passage of the Education
Reform Act in 1982, hundreds of ideas; concepts, and philosophies have been
molded into new, innovative programs. Almost without exception, these programs
are now in place; the waiting is over.

Our future, the class of 2001, is in kindergarten now. Our future educators, business
leaders, doctors, parents, political leaders are in school now. We are no longer
willing to wait for excellence.

Mississippi has not received the credit we deserve for our education reforms. Other
states, many borrowing on what was started here, have taken the limelight away
from Mississippi. We can' claim to be the near the top yet; however, the progress
we've made since 1982 is significant.

Change takes time, but initial results from our new programs show that we are
making progress. We are getting better. It will be the turn of the century before we
know for sure how well we've done. But we do know that what is being done now
will make for a better future.

Kindergarten is not new tc this country, but we believe Mississippi's kindergarten
program is unique. Kindergartens are full-day programs in Mississippi and are not
mini-versions of first grade.

Our kindergarten curriculum has a strong base in early childhood education
research. It is not designed to teach kindergartners how to read and write, although
many do learn these skills. It is designed to prepare them for ftiture instruction,
give them the corfidence .hey need to perform well in school, to provide them with
an opportunity tr, gain social skills, and more. We believe our kindergarten
program is the 'Jest in this nation.

The assistant teacher program places an assistant teacher in classrooms in grades K-
3. Combined with a limited class size, it gives Mississippi probably the lowest
instructor/pupil ratio in the country in these grades.

Through the continued work of our teacher/assistant teacher teams, we expect to
accelerate the achievement of Mississippi students above the national average, we
expect to reduce the percentage of pupils retained in the primary grades, and we
expect to decrease the student dropout rate in later grades.
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The Education Reform Act targeted staff development as one key to long-term,
positive change in Mississippi Schools. Each year, school districts across the state
assess their needs for improvement, set goals, and then plan a program of staff
development activities for achieving those goals.

Prior to 1982 no management training was provided to those charged with running
our schools. The School Executive Management Institute was created to meet this
glaring need. Through it, over 2,500 school administrators are trained each year.

Several years ago, we began developing and implementing a core curriculum.
Mississippi classroom teachers and university faculty members were assembled to
help identify the basic skills needed for mastery in each subject area.

Much of his curriculum is now in piace. It is scheduled to be fully implemented in
grades K-12 in 1992. The core curriculum's implementation parallels the statewide
textbook adoption schedule.

With the implementation of a statewide core curriculum, Mississippi students now
have a program designed to assure them of access to the same material regardless of
where they attend school.

Statewide testing first began in Mississippi in 1975. Today the program has three
portions: the Basic Skills Assessment Program, the Functional Literacy Exam, and
the Stanford Achievement Test. Both the BSAP and FLE tests are designed for
Mississippi's curriculum and help us to identify how well students are doing on
skills we have incorporated into the curriculum. Since both tests are unique to the
state, no comparison to other states may be made based upon results of the BSAP or
FLE. The Stanford Achievement Test is given nationally and allows us to compare
the performance of Mississippi students with those across the country.

Mississippi is the national leader in developing and implementing a performance-
based at.creclitation program. We began work on this in 1983 when we assembled
experts from across the country to assist us in designing our new accreditation
system.

The system is designed to identify school districts by levels of performance. A key to
the new method is that all enforcement functions in the SDE have been unified and
goals have been established for school districts to achieve.

Since 1982, new standards have been developed that regulate entry into the teaching
profession by requiring each applicant to demonstrate his/her academic ability. This
is accomplished by requiring students to pass a test and maintain certain academic
standards in college before they are admitted to schools of education in the state.
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Annually, we issue a comprehensiiv report on the status of each school district in
the state. We believe we are a national leader in this phase of accountablity. The
School District Profiles include demographic information about the communities in
which our schools are located, in addition to detailed reports on how well ou
schools are performing. The profiles include the district's accreditation status,
graduation rate, tax base and financial information, student performance, teacher
data, student post-graduation plans, and a multitude of other items.
One of our brightest stars is the Mississippi Continuum Project in the special
services area. It is designed to give assistance to students who are at risk or in
danger of failing or dropping out.

The idea is to keep the student in his/her regular classroom whenever possible and
to creatively use the talents and resources available to the child in that school.

Results from our pilot projects show almost 70 percent of those students who were
referred to the TEAM had their problems resolved in the regular classroom. Equally
as exciting, the results show fewer referrals to special education in pilot schools.
Perhaps the best news, however, is a 26 percent decrease in the failure/retention rate
in those schools in the continuum projects.

Mississippi is blessed with extensive vocational-technical training programs on the
secondary and post-secondaq levels. As the needs of society have changed, these
programs have adapted. We are training students now to meet the needs of
Mississippi in the future.

Five Regional Service Officers serve as the liaison between school districts and the
SDE. They are responsible for communication and technical assistance to school
districts located in their assigned area.

The RSOs play a lead role in assisting school districts in finding answers to
questions, solving problems, sharing ideas with other districts, and planning for and
implementing SDE policies and programs.

Schools in Mississippi are using the latest technology. Throughout the state,
computers are utilized for instruction. Most often, they are found in elementary
grades for reading, mathematics, and language arts, and on the secondary level for
computer literacy and in programming courses. The state also owns a mobile
computer laboratory which is used extensively in training.

The Mississippi Ed Link Project consists of 52 school districts and the State
Department of Education. It is the second of its kind in the nation and links local
superintendents with various bureaus and staff members in the SDE.
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The Mississippi School for Math and Science is the nation's fourth state-supported
res.iential high school for academically able students. Located on the campus of
Mississippi University for Women in Columbus, the school is open to students in
the 11th and 12th grades.

As the school's name implies, the curriculum emphasizes mathematics and science
instruction. However, students at the MSMS also receive a strong program in
English, social science, foreign language, computer science, art, music, and physical
education. Research, writing, and computer usage are emphasized across the
curriculum.

Students will graduate with at least 25 units of study and will be prepared for a
rigorous college or university program. In fact, the class schedule resembling the
Monday-Wednesday-Friday or Tuesday-Thursday schedule used in college.

Through the Mississippi School for Math and Science, some of the best young
minds in the state are being prepared to become leaders in the world's science and
mathematics communities.

There is no way to mention all of the changes we've made in education in
Mississippi over the past few years. They have been substantial. The progress we
have made is remarkable, but there is much that remains to be done.

Even as we implement the final touches rt the Education Reform Act of 1982, we
continue to make further reforms. In tl is second wave of education reform,
Mississippi once again plans to be in the front.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Mr. Ross. We appreci-
ate your giving us an overview of our educational performance ef-
forts in Mississippi. I think the testimony we have heard from the
panel is an excellent way to start our hearing, getting a general
impression of what our interests are and our progress in Mississip-
pi. I think our committee has been given a good outline on the en-
vironment in which we are now e:lamining some of the Federal as-sistance programs. I think it is interesting to see the attention
being paid at the Washington level to education and to the effort to
attract attention that we need to involve the entiro community and
the entire Nation in this. Dr. Ray expressed the hope of seeing par-ents and patrons of school districts becoming more personally in-
volved, paying attention to what their children are doing, what the
teachers are doing, what their educational officials are doing and
helping to insure the effectiveness of our education effort. I think
President Bush made that appeal in his inaugural address. I re-
member sitting and listening to his statement that everyone should
become more actively involved in the education effort and I think
that certainly is important here in Mississippi and throughout the
country. In that connection, I was wondering what your reaction is
to the suggestion that we try to emphasize performance and en-
courage excellence not only in the performance of students but also
in the achievements of teachers. We are required to do a better job
following up with the examinations and testings to be sure that we
are achieving some results. You mentioned the report ca..d system,
Dr. Ross, how does that work in terms of what happens after that?
When you get a report card what do you do with the result? Do youact as an administrative official or education official?

Dr. Ross. What we have had, was one set of report cards that wesat with them. We are in the second year of that and what we did,
we just mailed them to the local district before we made them
public. They had opportunity to look at them so they could respond
and then of course they were made public. We do not have any con-trol there as to see what is going to happen. We feel like when the
public knows what is happening in their school system they aregoing to be more responsive to the local district need. I tell you the
State Board of Education is extremely interested in testing the stu-dents has an objective measurable outcome and then measuring
the school district based on that. What we really hope to have in
the near future is a system where we can reward students, teach-
ers and entire districts who are performing at what we will call
level five excellence, and they will not have to go through so muchprocessing and so we really would like for them to not have to if
we can find a way to leave them out. Looking at report cards maybe one less way, maybe ones with students in school most of the
time, so other than those who just test.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Boyd mentioned certain school districts to
be placed on probation. How did your office assist in implementing
plans for improvement of schools to get those school districts off
probation? What happened after that?

Dr. BOYD. Well you used exactly the term that we used, a plan of
improvement. One of the stipulations is that when you are placed
on probation we furnish with some money that we have, we fur-
nished the programs, many of them from higher education but also
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some of them from other groups and good people in high perform-
ing school districts to-wit, ask consultants to work with them and
ask them what do you think the needs are and what do you think
we need to do to improve. Each one of those school districts then
had to file a plan of improvement say over the next 6 months, 1
year, 2 years, various time wise states on there, this is what we
will do and so we are in the process right now of monitoring that
and doing that. We have a foundation, we feel like a foundation
that I can approve and they have given us some money now to help
those 17 school districts carry out their program of improvement,
so we are mid-streaming all of that and will be able to tell you
better probably one year from now how this is working.

Senator COCHRAN. We are specifically looking today at the Chap-
ter One program. I think for the record it might be good to have
some impressions from this panel as to the importance of that pro-
gram in a State like Mississippi. Dr. Ray, I know you are very ex-
perienced as an administrator in our school system. Can you give
your assessment of that program in terms of its importance to edu-
cation efforts in Mississippi?

Dr. RAY. Briefly stated, it is critical to this State. More impor-
tantly and personally I think it is critical to the educational wellbe-
ing of a significant portion of our students normally. The kind of
things that happen there we could not on a local instance state. We
simply do not have the resources to do it. This is kids who need
hope and who need academic assistance and who need special sup-
port. That is our major source to turn to in order to get lx' do that
and what, I think what we are talking about there is individual
kids individual circumstances where I know that their li:es have
been changed some. They have been given the hope which they see,
they have been given academic assistance that they would not oth-
erwise have an opportunity and access to. They would have gotten
lost in the shuffle or sent out and gotten sidetracked in the process.
On that issue the problem with that is similar to some things I
said, the general steement I hope the thing that runs in my testi-
mony is we read a. about the v' ws from certain local as to the
best application for those funds. i haven't yet tracked down the
money. There has to be some direction and focus of that funding in
the front office of that. It is real important for the local schools
again and staff and the community and families responsibly be
able to have some voice in directing how that can best be used to
serve. Most of them know that their needs, yet because of jobless-
ness or because of for somebody to turn to a trivial hair splitting
kind of ruling and policies and not be able to deliver this so I think
the Federal Government has called on what state people normally
themselves do, and that is to use great latitude. The great voice is
recorded by the people. It is a powerful contributing factor on this
thing for us.

Senator COCHRAN. I wonder if there are any different opinions
among the panel on the serving of Chapter I funding. I am interest-
ed in some figures here, and we will put these in the record just to
have a full statement about the appropriation situation for Chapter
I. We have seen some increases in level of funding even in the
budget request from the administration for Chapter I programs.
There is an emphasis there and I wonder whether or not you think
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that is justified. Is there an important need that continues to exist
for additional funding of that program? Dr. Boyd, why don't you
elaborate?

Dr. BOYD. Senator Cochran, there is that need. It is not particu-
larly indeed that we should. We really have, in the battle against
inflation, we probably have lost ground in the last decade or so and
maybe longer than that in terms of Chapter I funding and in a lot
of the States, lots of communities, unlike we, totally before the be-
ginning said our problems here are probably not unique. If there is
anything different about Mississippi in a lot of States there are
many, many schools that are not titled Chapter I schools. In Missis-
sippi that is pretty correct that every school is a Chapter I school.
And I simply would echo one thing that Dr. Ray said and that has
to do with the graduates. I read that President Bush has made that
a hallmark of his education platform to try to make educators
more wholly accountable so still there has to be obviously minimal
for graduation. One of the things that I think we will find frus-
trates local people and then we at the state level try to monitor the
local programs is that \ --s dealing with a student who is Chap-
ter I who is handicapped, who is this or that or whatever. The only
question is to try to figure out what portion of the day or during
what day and try to avoid violating the guidelines as to how the
resources are to be used. And so it just seems to be a great amount
of thought nationally. The pool of resources we do the best job we
can by pooling them instead of fighting and I think we can do that
and working that kind of way, a little of that sort of thing would
help.

Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate having that impression. I was
looking for these figures so you will know what is being proposed
this year for this program. I have a copy of the testimony that was
given by the Secretary of Education on the subject of the Presi-
dent's budget request for the fiscal year 1990 that begins in Octo-
ber this year. It will have a lot to do with next school year's activi-
ties. I am going to read a part of President Reagan's proposed
budget.

Some 5.8 billion elementary and secondary school children x
ceive Chapter I compensatory education services. The request of
$4.7 billion for this program includes an increase of over $151 mil-
lion. Within this total, President Reagan proposed $263 million for
concentration grants, an increase of over $90 million, more than 50
percent to target Chapter I funds more intensively to areas of
greatest need. The proposal would also continue two new programs
under Chapter I, Even Start, to help Chapter I parents to do better
in their role as their child's teacher and capital expenses to help
finance equitable facilities for providing Chapter I services to disad-
vantaged children who attend private schools." That is the part
that affects Chapter I and our State could end up benefiting if this
in fact were included in the budget level recently approved by Con-
gress. That is the next step. We do not know whether it is going to
actually go to that level. Reaching that will have a lot to do with
the kind of leeway we have in the Appropriations Committee for
providing those funds. I am hopeful that we can seek a generous
outfitting of funds for the Chapter I program and for our Star
Schools program too.
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Let me thank you for being here. You have contributed a great
deal to our hearings in Mississippi. Our congratulations for the job
that you are doing here in our state and thank you for your help as
we go through the program in the legislative processes here. Thank
you very much.

Before we continue with our next panel of witnesses let me intro-
duce some other members of our team this morning who are here
in Mississippi to conduct these hearings. From my staff we have
Anne Cherry from Meridian, MS originally. Anne is on my staff in
Washington and works almost exclusively on education issues with
this subcommittee and does a wonderful job. She is largely respon-
sible for the arranging of operations with the State officials and
other committee staff and putting the hearing together. We appre-
ciate her efforts and work.

Also, James Davis. James would you stand? Mr. Davis is a
member of my staff and works in the Jackson office. He is a spe-
cialist in education matters and is a former teacher. I am very
happy to have him work on this with us.

Lynne Moten is also here today but I do not see her in the room
right now.

Bill LaForge is here. Bill, will you stand up? Bill LaForge is my
Chief of Staff in my Washington Office and his father is a college
professor. He is closely connected with education matters also.

Let me now request that our next panel come forward. This
panel includes Dr. James E. Wall, Associate Dean for Research and
Development, Mississippi State University, Mississippi State, MS,
Jody Jaeger, Executive Director, Mississippi Educational Televi-
sion, Jackson, MS, Dr. Robert A. Young Director, Star Schools Pro-
gram Center for Public Service and Continuing Studies, University
of Mississippi, University, MS, Albert Moore, Student, Houlka
High School, Houlka, MS.

We welcome you to our hearing and thank you for being here
today. You have statements which are part of the record now and I
would like to r.rge you to proceed with your comments to the com-
mittee. Dr. Will, we will start with you.

STATEMENT F PR. JAMES E. WALL, ASSOCIATE DEAN FOR RE-
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY,
MISSISSIPPI STATF, MS; JODY JAEGER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
MISSISSIPPI EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION, JACKSON, MS; AND
ALBERT MOORE, STUDENT, HOULKA HIGH SCHOOL, HOULKA,
MS

Dr. WALL. Thank you, Senator Cochran. At the outset here I
would like to state that we in Mississippi are extremely grateful
for this field hearing. It presents us with an occasion to tell about
how an educational technology concept is being applied in various
settings in our State to demonstrate its potential for impacting
hard-to-reach schools, their students, and their teachers. And I
would like to emphasize the direction of the school teachers of tech-
nology schools as well as the staff calls for they want to use some
teachers. This educational technology concept is referred to as sat-
ellite delivered instruction and is only one aspect of "Distance
Learning". Satellite instruction, much like other similar innova-
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tions, will tend to fade without practical applications. Now this is
what we are trying to do, is show it's impact on education. We ap-
preciate Star Schools legislation, the funds provided by the U.S.
Congress, and the resulting opportunities to apply satellite deliv-
ered instruction so that we can discover some of the concerns, some
of the possibilities and potential, and above all, to eliminate some
of the confusion that has followed in the wake of this educational
delivery system.

As intended by the U.S. Congress, the Star Schools program cre-
ated multistate partnerships for the purpose of using telecommuni-
cations to serve a "significant number of Chapter and/or Indian
schools". Proposals for Star Schools projects were solicited by the
U.S. Department of Education in early 1988. Four winning propos-
als were selected from the 68 that were selected from and were
submitted. The TI-IN United Star Network was one of these four
partnerships, along withand you will hear from these laterthe
Southern Educational Regional Consortium, Inc. (SERCI), the Mid-
lands Consortium and the Technical Education Resource Center
[TERC]. Three of these partnerships currently have representatives
operating in Mississippi: TI-IN, SERCI, and Midlands, as you have
indicated. The apparent reason for this is that Mississippi has a
large percentage of Chapter I schools. A large percentage of its en-
rollment are Chapter I eligible. Also some public agencies and enti-
ties were eager to try innovative ideas and technologies; namely,
Mississippi State University, University of Mississippi, and Missis-
sippi Educational Television.

TI-IN United Star Network (and I will refer to A herein after as
TI-IN), is one for the Star Schools partnerships demonstrating the
efficacy of satellite delivered instruction in Mississippi. It operates
out of Mississippi State University. Other partners in TI-IN are: (1)
The University of Alabama at Tuscaloosa; (2) California State Uni-
versity at Chico; (3) Western Illinois University at Macomb along
with the Illinois State Board of Education; (4) North Carolina State
Department of Public Instruction at Raleigh; (5) Texas Education
Agency, Region 20 Education Service Center in San Antonio; (6)
TI-IN Network, Inc., which is a private commercial company that
is doing work in this area, and of course Mississippi State, so there
are seven or eight different partners in this particular consortium.

TI-IN at the present time has installed in 33 different schools in
Mississippi as downsites this first year. Twenty-five more of these
schools have been selected to becom" downsites in year two. All of
these schools were selected through an agency that we have operat-ing in this state known as PREPS, Programs for Research and
Evaluation in Public Schools. PREPS has been operating in this
state as an innovative organization since 1976 to perform education
evaluation and research in the public schools and it is headquar-
tered at Mississippi State and it currently has some 33 of the 154
school districts in Mississippi as members. It is in those school dis-
tricts where our downsites will be located. Now all together TI-IN
will have 244 downsites in Chapter and Indian schools in some 16
different States, so our consortium is quite wide spread. Each
school has received satellite equipment valued at about $15,000
through the Star Schools program. The primary purpose of our
partnership is to pi ovide live, interaction satellite-based instruc-
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tional programs to our downsite schools. These instructional pro-
grams are of two types: direct student instruction in various K-12
courses and (2) staff development instruction for teachers and other
educational personnel. So we are a two prong approach here and it
is absolutely necessary that this be done. The intent is to meet the
needs in Chapter I and Bureau of Indian Affair schools in the criti-
cal subjects of mathematics, foreign languages and science. TI-IN
United Star Network received approximately $5.6 million award
from the Star School program to meet these objectives. In addition
to the equipment placed in downsite schools, TI-IN haz expanded
programming in both direct student instruction and teacher inserv-
ice courses TI-IN Network, Inc., one of the partners of the TI-IN
United Star Network, offers a comprehensive array of high-quality
programs in science, mathematics and foreign languages. That
entity has been operating for about 5 years and has some 580
downsites to which it is being aired.

In California, TI-IN is supporting a program directed toward be-
ginning teachers as they start the first year of what many hope is
a long and successful career in teaching. In Alabama, TI-IN is sup-
porting the Bio Prep program, which is direct instruction to stu-
dents in isolated schools who have evidenced interest in science,
medicine, or engineering. Similar programs are offered by the
other TI-IN partners.

Here in Mississippi, our work in TI-IN is focused primarily on
staff development. Mississippi State University, because of its
strengths in various areas of science and engineering, has four
teacher inservice courses or institutes under development.

The first; of these courses is a Junior High Science Teacher Insti-
tute. This course closely follows Mississippi's goals for teaching gni-
ence which came to light as a result of the Mississippi Education
Reform movement which was described a few minutes ago by the
other panel. This institute will improve the junior high school sci-
ence teacher's ability to present young students with a basic knowl-
edge of life, physical, and earth-space science concepts and process-
es. The key at this particular level of instruction is to make science
interesting, to pique the interest of the youngsters about the world
of science and to show the practical application of science research
and knowledge. So many people get the urge to spin off of our
space science program and yet we look at daily applications as the
key to wide spread science literally. The Junior High Science
Teacher Institute will air its first broadcast from 3:45 p.m. to 7:00
p.m. on October the 4th this year, which means the teachers are
going to have to stay after school to get it.

The second course being prepared is in Earth Sciences. It is a
comprehensive study of the physical aspects of the earth, including
geology, geophysics, oceanography, earth history, fossils, and the
atmospheric and space sciences. Earth sciences is aimed at second-
ary science students also.

The third course is Theory of Equations. This mathematics
course for secondary science teachers provides background and ad-
vanced material for algebra courses as well as pre-calculus and cal-
cult& courses.

The fourth course is Demonstrations and Concepts for Physics
Teachers. Focused on secondary school teachers, this physics course

0
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will improve their ability to teach concepts, problem-solving tech-
niques, and processes. And emphasize problem solving techniques
because this is something that can carry over into other areas
other than just physics. The course will emphasize hands-on,
guided-discovery physics teaching.

All of these courses will be offered for staff development, for
credit toward a degree, or f H. certification of teachers.

Visions for the future in the Star Schools program offer vast pos-
sibilities and potential for accelerating our pace of learning in sci-
ence, mathematics, and foreign languages. Untapped thus far is its
potential for teaching, and even remediating,the basic skills, such
as writing. We have heard it described here all they need with
regard to Chapter One and yet we are barely touching some of
those who need remediating worse or most. The past 20 years of
work of the National Writing Project have revealed excellent data
on how to teach writing across the curriculum, every teacher
teaching writing. The key to moving these teaching techniques into
all classrooms involves intricate networks and strategies for inser-
vicing teachers at all levels and in all content areas. It is our con-
sensus that satellite delivered instruction is a strategy whose time
has come in getting writing-for-thinking into all classrooms. And, if
the Star Schools program can accelerate the spread of a complex
set of skills like writing it will have proven itself to be very cost
effective, we feel.

I appreciate this opportunity Senator Cochran, to speak to you
about the Star Schools program in Mississippi.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Wall followsj
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES WALL 1

TI-IN United Star Network: A Star Schools Program in
Mississippi

At the outset, it should be stated that we in Mississippi are

extremely grateful for this field hearing. It presents us with

an occasion to tell about how an educational technology concept

is being applied in various settings in our state to

demonstrate its potential for impacting hard-to-reach schools,

their students, and their teachers. This educational

technology concept is referred to as satellite delivered

instruction and is only one aspect of "distance learning".

Satellite instruction, much like other similar innovations,

will tend to fade without practical applications. We

appreciate star Schools legislation, the funds provided by the

United States Congress, and the resulting opportunities to

apply satellite delivered instruction so we can discover

concerns, possibilities and potential, and above all eliminate

some of the confusion that has followad in the wake of this

educational delivery aystem.

As intended by the U.S. Congress, the Star_ Schools program

created multi-state partnerships for the purpose of using

telecommunications to serve a "significant number of Chapter I

and/or Indian schools". Proposals for Star_Schoo19 projects

were solicited by the U.S. Department of Education in early

1988. Four winning proposals were selected from the sixty-

eight that were submitted. TI-IN United Star Network was one

of these four partnerships, along with (1) SouThern Educational

Regional Consortium, Inc. (F.ERCI), (2) the Midlands Consortium,
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and (3) Technical Education Resource Center (TERC). Three of

these partnerships currently have representatives operating in

Mississippi: TI-IN, SERCI, and Midlands. The apparent reason

for this is that Mississippi has a large percentage of Chapter

I schools. Also some public agencies and entities were eager

to try innovative ideas and technologies; namely, Mississippi

State University, University of Mississippi) and Mississippi

Educational Television.

TI-IN United Star Network (hereinafter referred to as TI-IN),

then, is one of four star Schools partnerships demonstrating

the efficacy of satellite delivered instruction in Mississippi.

It operates out of Mississippi State University. Other

partners in TI-4N are: (1) The University of Alabama at

Tuscaloosa; (2) California State University at Chico; (3)

Western Illinois University at Macomb along with the Illinois

State Board of Education; (4) North Carolina State Department

of Public Instruction at Raleigh; (5) Texas Education Agency,

Region 20 Education Service Center in San Antonio; (6) TI-IN

Network, Inc.; and of course, (7) Mississippi State University.

TI-IN has installed downsites in 33 schools in Mississippi this

first yea! and 25 more schools have been selected to become

iJwnsites in year two. All together TI-IN will have 244

downsites in.chapter I and Indian schools in some 16 different

states. Each school has received satellite equipment valued at

about $15,000 through the atAr_a211221a program.

20-136 - 89 - 2
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The primary purpose of our partnership is to provide live,

interactive satellite-based instructional programs to our

downsite schools. These instructional programs are of two

types: (direct student instruction in various K -12 courses and

(2) staff development instruction for teachers and other

education personnel. The intent is to meet the needs in

Chapter I and Bureau of Indian Affairs schools in the critical

subjects of mathematics, foreign languages, and science. TI-IN

United Star Network received a $5.6 million award from the Star

Schools program to meet these objectives. In addition to the

equipment placed in downsite schools, TI-IN has expanded

programming in both direct student instruction and teacher

inservice courses. TI-IN Network, Inc., one of the partners of

the TI-IN United Star Network, offers a comprehensive array of

high - quality programs in science, mathematics, and foreign

languages.

In California, TI-IN is supporting a program directed toward

beginning teachers as they start the first year of what many

hope is a long and successful career in teaching. In Alabama,

TI-IN is supporting the Bio-Prep program, which is direct

instruction to students in isolated schools who have evidenced

interest in science, medicine, or engineering. Similar

programs are offered by the other TI-IN partners.

Here in Mississippi, our work in TI-IN is focused primarily on

staff development. Mississippi State University, because of
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its strengths in various areas of science and engineering, has

four teacher inservice courses or institutes under development.

The first is a Junior High Science Teacher Institute. This

course closely follows Mississippi's goals for teaching

science. It will improve the junior high school science

teacher's ability to present young students with a basic

knowledge of life, physical, and earth-space science concepts

and processes. The key at this level 3s to make science

interesting, to pique the interest of youngsters about the

world of science, and to show the practical applications of

science research and knowledge. The Junior High Science

Teacher Institute will air its first broadcast from 3:45 p.m.

to 7:00 p.m. on October 4, 1989.

The second course being prepared is in Earth Sciences. It is a

comprehensive study of the physical asp cts of the earth,

including geology, geophysics, oceanography, earth history,

fossils, and the atmospheric and space sciences. Elements of

paleontology and geologic history also will be included. Earth

Sciences is aimed at secondary ...cience teachers.

The third course is Theory of Equations. This mathematics

course for secondary school teachers provides background and

advanced nqaterial for algebra courses as well as precalculus

and calculus courses.

The fourth course is Demonstrations and Concept: for Physics

Teachers. Focused on secondary school teachers, this physics
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course will improve their ability to teach concepts, problem-

solving techniques, and processes. The course will emphasize

hands-on, guided-discovery physics teaching.

All of these courses will be offered for staff development, for

credit toward a degree, or for certification of teachers.

Visions for the future in the Star_Schools program offer vast

possibilities and potential for accelerating our pace of

learning in science, mathematics, and foreign languages.

Untapped thusfar is its potential for teaching, and even

remediating, the basic skills, such as Irmitinq. The past 20

years of work of the National Writing Project haerevealed

excellent data on how to teach writing across the curriculum.

The key to movintr: these teaching techniques into all classrooms

involves intricate networks and strategies for insevicing

teachers at all levels and in all content areas. It is our

consensus that satellite delivered instruction is a strategy

whose time has come in getting writing-for-thinking into all

classrooms. And, it the Star Schools program can accelerate

the spread of a complex set of skills like writing, it will

have proven itself to be cost effective.

Thank you for this opportunity to speak for the Star Schools

program in Mississippi.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you for your excellent description of
this program. I think we will go forward and let everyone have anopportunity to make their statement and then we will have an op-portunity for specific questions and further discussion.

We will now hear from Mr. Jody Jaeg,r, Executive Director of
Mississippi Educational Television Authority.

Mr. JAEGER. Thank you, Senator, for the opportunity to be here
today and for your longstanding friendship to the public and educa-tional broadcasting in Mississippi and across the country.Each day in the skies above Mississippi signals, educational
broadcasting signals are traveling toward the classrooms across thestate. We at Educational Television supply basic instruction to
your Mississippi school via broadcasting at over 100 hours a week.As of this January, we participate along with the State Depart-
ment of Education and in conjunction with other consortium in
narrow casting of very specialized, advanced curriculum via satel-lite to a few lucky classrooms in this State under the Star School.At this very moment, students are taking their seats in electron-ic classrooms in small town in Mississippi, and joining their class-mates from around the country, not just from around the county asit was when we grew up, and engaging in a personal teacher-stu-dent relationship that is proving to be very effective. We in thesubject this morning are serving generally courses in Probability
and Statistics and the introduction to Japanese. If I may I wouldlike to show you the video this morning, a little bit of what is goingto be seen down at the studio this morning.

Senator COCHRAN. We surely would like to see that. You have amonitor here that you are going to use for that purpose.
Mr. JAEGER. These will be short clips of two classes, GrowingProbability and Statistics and the other is Introduction to Japa-nese. Gives you a sense of the personal contact that the students

are getting, although many schools are being served by the meas-ure.
[Programs viewed.]
Mr. JAEGER. Senator Cochran, I am here to report that the StarSchools program in Mississippi that you helped to create are work-ing. In many ways this committee should consider these studentsas your own students.
Your students, learning Japanese and advance science and mathand many specialized courses that they would otherwise neverhave the opportunity to take. They are off to a good start becauseyou and your col'eagues had the vision and determination to makeeducation a priority.
Your Star Schools legislation is bringing new, previously unat-tainable learning resources to the State. The program is allowingstudents to have access to courses that could not be obtained fromany other source. Our State's learners do not have to confined bydistance or economic circumstance; they can directly participate ina curriculum of vibrant learning opportunities.
Mississippi, with its rural population, restricted finances, manysmall school districts and history of narrow educational opportuni-ties, has special need of academic services that will cost-effectivelyassist as many students as possible.

7
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Mississippi now has over 100 electronic classrooms. This is ex-
tremely significant in a State that has become used to being last. It
is a start. The people of Mississippi, Governor Mabus, and the Leg-
islature have declared their commitment to the goals of increased
educational opportunity. The Star Schools Project is helping Missis-
sippi reach beyond the restrictions of the past and move exuberant-
ly into the 21st Century.

We appreciate your continued support of Star Schools and educa-
tional broadcasting.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Jaeger follows:]

r)
ti C.3
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MISSISSIPPI NETWORK (
P.O. Box 1101 Jackson, Mlssesippi 39215-1101 Tel. (WI) 982-6378

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

PREPARED STATEMENT OF A. JODY YAEGER

I am A. J. Jaeger, The Exe;Attveri'YeCtor df the Mis§i4.4ippi edoCitional
broadcasting networ,11014We.::unply basic televised instruction to
Mississippi schools--over 100 hours each week. As of this January, we
participate, along with the State Department of Education, in the
narrowcast of very specialized, advanced curriculum via qatellite to a
few lucky classrooms--Star Schools.

At this very moment, students are taking their seats in electronic
classrooms in small towns in Mississippi, and joining their classmates
from around the country, not just the county. It looks something like
this

(Video taped segment)

Senator Cochran, I am here to report that the Star Schools Program that
you have worked hard to create it working in Mississippi. In many ways,
this committee should considei these students as your students.

Your students, learning Japanese and advanced science and math and many
specialized courses that they would otherwise never have the opportunity
to take. They are off to a good start because you and your colleagues
had the vision and determination to make education a priority.

Your Star Schools legislation is bringing new, previously unattainable
learning resources to the state. The program is allowing students to
have access to courses that could not be obtained from any other source.
Our state's learners do not have to be confined by distance or economic
circumstance; they can directly participate in a curriculum of vibrant
learning opportunities.

Mississippi, with its rural population, restricted finances, many small
school districts and history of narrow educational opportunities, has
special need of academic services that will cost-effectively assist as
many students as possible.
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Page 2
Testimony of A.J. Jaeger
April 27, 1989

Mississippi now has oyez 100 electronic classrooms. This is extremely

significant in a state that has become used to being last. It is e

start. The people of Mississippi, governor Mabur, and the Legislature

have declared their commitment to the goals of increased educational

opportunity. The Star Schools Project is helping Mississippi reach
beyond the restrictions of thu past and move exuberantly into the 21st

Century.

We appreciate your continued support of Star Schools and educational

broadcasting.
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DISTANCE LEARNING SCHOOLS

The following Schools will be able to receive student courses and staff development programs viasatellite at the beginning of the 1989.90 school year.

TIIN United Star Network
Mississippi State University

SCHOOL DISTRICT
Alcorn County
Alcorn County
Bay ST. Louis
Choctaw Agency Schooht
Choctaw Agency Schools
Choctaw Agency Schools
Choctaw County
Columbia
Columbus Municipal Separate
De Soto County
Greenville Schools
Greenwood Public Schoch
Greenwood Public Schools
Hattlesbury Public Schools
Hinds County Schools
Hinds County Schools
Hotly Springs
Jackson City Schools
Jones County/Laurel Division
Lauderdale County
Lenore County
Lefton County
Louisville
McComb
Meridian Public Schools
Moss Point
NatchezAdarne
Pascagoula Municipal Separate
Starkville Schools
Tupelo Schools
Vicksburg/Warren Schools
IMIkinson County
Yazoo City Schools

SCHOOL
Alcorn County HS
Koesuitt HS
Bay St. Louis HS
Choctaw Central
Bogus Chino Day School
Standing Pine Day School
Ackermen Elem.
Columbia HS
S.D. Lee 148
De Soto Control Office
Greenville HS
Greenwood 148
ThreedgIN SchoolGART.S,
Hattiesburg HS
Hinds County School District Central Office
Raymond H8
Holly Springs H8
Bailey Alternative School
West Jones H8
Weal Lauderdale AC
Amanda Elzy 148
Lenore County HS
Narah Walya
McComb H8
Merkilan HS
Moss Point HS
NatchezAdams VaTech
Pascagoula HS
Starkville HS
Tupelo HS
Vicksburg HS
IMikinson County HS
Yazoo City School District

P 41
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Midlands Consortium
University of Mississippi

SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL
Abordoon Upends Aberdeen HS
Anguilla lino Anguilla HS
Baidwyn Saporito Baldwyn HS
Benton County Ashland HS
Calhoun County Vardaman 14S
Calhoun County Calhoun City HS
Carroll County Va Men HS
Carroll County J.Z.Georg HS
Clalbom County Port Gibson HS
Clarksdal Separato Clarkadale HS
Clay County West Clay 148
Clays land Spirals East Sid* HS
Cleveland Sops:its Eastwood Jr. High
Coahoma Jr. College Coahoma AHS
Canova Cono, COIN/villa HS
Corinth Soparat Corinth JrSr HS
Durant Saporito Durant HS
Forrest County AHS Forrest Co. AHS
Franklin County F anklin Co, HS
Franklin County Franklin Upper Flom
Gulfport Saparato Gulfport /48
Hancock County Hancock N. Eintral
Houston Separate Houston HS
Humphrsys County) Humphreys County HS
Indianola Gentry HS
Kemper County West Kemper HS
Lafaytito County Lafayette /48
Logo County Carthage AC
Lee County Moorovill
Lee County Shannon 148

L viand's County Caledonia HS
Lumberton Line Cons, Lurrherton HS
Lumberton Line Cone, Lumberton Elem,
Marshall County H.W. Byes HS
Nottielon Una Cons. Nettleton HS
New Albany Sopa:its Daniel HS
North Pinola Cons. North Panola HS
Okokina Separate Okolona HS
Oxford Separate Oxford Elem.
Plcayun Picayune HS
Pontotoc City Pontotoc HS
Outer= County Oulanan County /45
Senatobla %panda Sonatobia HS

Smith County Taylorsvill H8
Smith County Raleigh HS
South Folks Cons, South Pike HS
South Tlppah Ripley HS
South Tlppah Blue Mountain
Stone County Stone H9
Sunflower County Rulsville Central
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Midlands Consortium
University of Mississippi

SCHOOL DISTRICT
Tate County
Tunica County
Union County
Union County
Union County
Webster County
Webster County
West Bolivar
West Point
West Tallahatchie
Western Line Cons.
Western Line Cons.
Winona Separate
Winona Separate

SCHOOL
Coldwater HS
Rosa Foil HS
Myrtle AC
E. Union AC
West Union HS
E. Webster HS
Eupora HS
W. Bolivar HS
West Point HS
W. Tallahatchla HS
Riverside AC
O'Bennon AC
Winona HS
Winona SOM.

Satellite Educational Resources Consortium
ETV and SDE

SCHOOL DISTRICT
Chickasaw County
South Panda Schools
hike Schools
Forrest County Schools
Newton Separate Schools
Rankin County Schools
Sharlteybesquena Line Cons,
Richton Separate Schools
Haziehurel Separate Schools
Covington County Schools
Forest Separate Schools
East Jasper Cone. School
Canton Separate Schools
Ho HAMAR, Separate Schools

School Mulct
Lowndss County
Lowndes County
Choctaw County
Choctaw County
Greene County

SCHOOL
Houlka HS
South Panda H8
luka HS
North Format HS
Newton HS
Pi nett HS
Roiling Fork HS
Richton HS
Hazlshuret HS
Collins H8
Forest HS
Heldeberg HS

Canton HS
Simmons Ao

Local Education Agencies
LEA or Other Funds

School
New Hops HS
Morley HS
Ackwman HS
Wok HS
Greene County HS
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MIDLANDS CONSORTIUM
STAR SCHOOLS PROJECT

COURSE OFFERINGS

The following courses are offered for credit through Oklahoma State University for next
year.

COURSE CREDIT
AP American Government 1/2 unit
AP Calculus 1 unit
AP Physics 1 unit
Applied Economics 1/2 unit
Gorman I 1 unit
German II 1 unit

PreCalculucTrig/Analytic Geometry 1 unit
Russian 1 unit
Basic English and Reading 7th & 8th grade
AP Chemistry 1 unit
Spanish I 1 unit (Kansas State University)

For additional information, call or write:

Leigh Wafters, Teleconference Programs Coordinator
Oklahoma State University
Arts and Sciences Teleconferencing Service
401 Life Sciences East
Stillwater, OK 74078-0276
(405) 744.7077

pIt 4
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SATELLITE EDUCATIONAL BESOURCES CONSORTIUM

COURSE OFFERINGS

The following courses are offered for credit through Satellite Educational Resouces
Consortium (SERC), a joint project between Mississippi ETV and the State
Department of Education.

COURSE CREDIT
Japanese I 1 unit
Russian I 1 unit
AP MacroEconomics 1/2 unit
AP MicroEconomics 1/2 Unit
Probability and Statistics 1/2 unit --
Discrete Math 1/2 unit
Science and Math Enrichment no credit

For additional information, call or write:

A. J. (Jody) Jaeger, Executive Director
Mississippi Authority for Educational Television
P. O. Box 1101
Jackson, MS 39215-1101
(601) 982.6565

or

Pat Teske, Instructional Technology Coordinator
Bureau of Instructional Services
P. 0. Box 771
Walter Sillers, Suite 604
Jackson, MS 39205
(601) 359.3778
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SATELLITE IELECOMMUNICATIONS EDUCATIONAL EROGRAMMING

COURSE OFFERINGS

The following courses are offered for credit from Educational Service District 101,
Spokane, Washington.

COURSE CREDIT
Advanced Swint English 1 unit
PreCalculus 1 unit
Japanese 1 unit
Spanish I 1 urit
Spanish II 1 ""it

For additional Information, call or write:

T. A. (Ted) Roscher, Ed, D.
Administrator
Educational Service District 101
West 1025 Indiana Avenue
Spokane, WA 99205-4561
(509) 456.7660

4 6
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TI-IN UNITED STAR NETWORK

COURSE OFFERINGS

The following courses are offered for credit through the TI-IN United Star Network,
San Antonio, Texas.

COURSE CREDIT
Algebra II 1 unit
Anatomy & Physiology 1 unit
Art History S Appreciation 1 unit
Astronomy 1/2 unit Fall
Basic Skills Booster no credit
Computer Science I 1 unit
Elementary Analysis 1/2 unit Spring
English Second Language I 1 unit
English Second Language II 1 unit
English Second Language III 1 unit
English Second Language N 1 unit
French I 1 unit
French II 1 unit
French III 1 unit
German I 1 unit
German II 1 unit
Honors Calculus 1 unit
Japanese I 1 unit
Latin I 1 unit
Latin II 1 unit
Marine Silence 1/2 unit Spring
Physical Science I 1 unit
Physics 1 unit
Psychology 1/2 unit Fall
Sociology 1/2 unit Fall
Spanish I 1 unit
Spanish II 1 unit
Spanish III 1 unit
Trigonometry 1/2 unit Fall

For additional Information, call or write:

Pamela S. Pease, Ph. D., Director
TI-11 United Star Network
1000 Central Parkway North
San Antonlo,Texas 78232
(512) 490.3900
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Jaeger for your
testimony and for the video tape of some of our school programs in
action.

We will next hear from our next panel member, Dr. Robert A.
Young from the University of Mississippi. Dr. Young.

Dr. YOUNG. Senator Cochran, I certainly appreciate the opportu-
nity to be here this morning to testify today on behalf of The Uni-
versity of Mississippi and the Midlands Consortium concerning our
Star Schools project and the progress that we are making. About 2
weeks ago a Project Director from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tP- visited our campus in Oxford to review our Star Schools

Jot and he said that one of the most frequently asked questions
.ty were receiving in Washington is why did Mississippi receive

.free of the four Star Schools grants. I think we are all summariz-
ug here this morning that Mississippi offered to use opportunity to

show the rest of the Nation how a State can use, how 4t got satel-
lite technology to improve the quality of instruction in rural and
considerably understood schools around the country. Also in Missis-
sippi we had educational agencies and institutions that were will-
ing and eager to show how this technology could be used in our
schools and we appreciate your efforts in the past in bringing Star
Schools to Mississippi. We all know these have worked and are
based on very competitive equal criterion and they were fairly and
honestly appropriate to Mississippi from someone who had been
following the Star Schools legislation funding from the very begin-
ning and know of all the work that has gone on in your office and
from you and while it is important I want to thank you again and
ask for your continued support of the Star Schools in Mississippi

'The granting of Star Schools programs to three partnerships in
Mississippi will not only help our state by improving the quality of
instruction in our small rural schools but it will also allow us to
have the opportunity to become a model to the rest of the nation
on how to use this new technology.

I would like to tell you briefly about the Star Schools project and
Midlands Consortium through the University of Mississippi. Mid-
lands Consortium is a partnership made up of five states in the
South Central part of the United States, Oklahoma, Kansas, Mis-
souri, Mississippi and Alabama. We are very equal in our partner-
ship and responsibility in carrying out goals of the project which
come from the first background of our school which is education
and the needs of the individual States. Our program at The Univer.
sity of Mississippi is designed to meet the needs of the State of Mis-
sissippi, to be coordinated with the other two consortia operating in
the State of Mississippi and our partners in the consortium. The
ba Ac purpose is to insure the success of the original Star Schools
logislation which is to improve the quality of instruction in these
rural schools using satellite technology. Our program is basically
made up of three parts. These components are: placing the satellite
equipment in rural schoc'. The second part is training the school
personnel in the use of this new educational technology and finally,
evaluating the program and conducting basic research on distance
education. I will just basically go through those three components.

Our philosophy on selecting satellite receiving equipment is that
we believe the schools should have the flexibility in choosing any
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program available nation wide that would meet particular individ-
ual needs of that of the school: As a result of this philosophy our
equipment and antenna are movable and capable of receivir.: both
transmission bands. We are placing this equipment this year in 65
sites scattered around the state of Mississippi from the Alabama
border to the Mississippi River and from Tennessee to the Gulf, so
our sites are scattered completely around the state. Today approxi-
mately 50 of these installations have been made and we will have
all of them capable of receiving programs beginning with school in
the fall. The success of Star Schools in Mississippi are going to
need more than just placing equipment in schools.

We believe that the key to the success of the Star Schools here
lies in the local schools. As a result, our training program is vitally
important to our overall project. Our philosophy on training is
thatand this was illustrated extremely well in the clips that we
just saw, is based on the notion that children learn differently in
satellite courses than they do in traditional classrooms. Sincelearnt is different we believe that teaching must be different too,
or amroach to teaching will have to be different. Therefore, it is
essential that the classroom teachers or facilitators, am they are
called, be trained in this new L.hnology. Our training effort still
concentrate on the classroom people and the school administrators.
But we also understand the success of the program is going to be
dependent also upon the support of the parents, school board and
other educational groups within the community. I would like to
emphasize here because it has been mentioned before, the use of
satellite technclogy will not replace the classroom teacher. It per-
mits the school to offer live interactive classes which are not avail-
able through traditional methods.

Next month our staff is conducting training sessions for the
school administrators throughout the State. We intend to visit each
one of the sites and plan to give our instruction at that point to
over 140 school personnel. The following month we will present six
training workshops around the State to approximately 100 teachers
and facilitators in our 65 schools. Also I would like to mention that
our training programs and materia' are open and available to all
of the schools in the State using satellite courses, not just those
schools in the consortia. There are a number of others, as we know
a number of school districts using equipment provided by other
means. We provide this training to all those schools.

The third portion of our Star Schools program involves the re-
search and evaluation component. If the Mississippi model should
be transferred to other parts of the nation we want to make sure
that our success or our progress has been documented, so the office
of Distance Learning is administering the project and the Ole Miss
campus has three inhouse research project:; being conducted; we
are also making grants available to teachers and other researchers
around the State for other area research in distance education.

A second year of funding this plan will expand the number of
schools that have the site, develop our model of training for class-
room instruction and expand our research and evaluation compo-
nent.

In closing I want to thank you for your support and urge you and
the other Members of Congress to fund fully Star Schools in flle
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fiscal year 1990 budget and we believe that third year funding
after successful training these first 2 years, It would be very effi-
cient for us to continue our program into the third year if that
year's legislation becomes available. We recommend your support
for third year appropriations to successful grantees.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Young follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT k YOUNG

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, I appreciate

the opportunity to testify today on behalf of The University of

Mississippi and the Midlands Consortium regarding our STAR

Schools project.

It was no mistake that three of the four STAR schools grants

involved the state of Mississippi. Conditions existed here which

provided an excellent opportunity to demonstrate to the rest of

the nation how satellite technology can assist a state with

critical educational needs by providing needed couises in

mathematics, science, and foreign languages. We are not proud of

our educational legacy. We were last or nearly last in a number

of educational standards. But we are proud of our many recent

efforts to improve those conditions. For example, Mississippi

was the first state in the nation to pass comprehensive statewide

educational reform legislation. Mississippi is attempting to do

a lot with very little, but the process is slow and expensive.

The granting of STAR Schools programs to three partnerships

in Mississippi will not only help our state by improving the

quality of instruction in our small rural schoolu but it will

also give us the opportunity to become a model to other states

with similar conditions.

I would now like to tell you about the STAR Schools project

at The University of Mississippi, a member of the Midlands

Consortium, and one of the three consortia which received grants

in Mississippi. Since October, our staff has grown from one

person on assignment from the School of Education to a full time

staff of five. Our primary purpose is to assure the attainment
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of the original objective of STAR Schools legislation, which is

to improve the quality of instruction in rural and traditionally

underserved schools.

Our program is composed of three parts which we believe best

meet the educational needs of our state, are in harmony with the

other partners of the Midlands Consortium and with the other two

STAR schools consortia operating in Mississippi. These three

components are: placing satellite receiving equipment in rural

Chap'-..r 1 schools statewide; training school personnel in the use

of the new educational technology; and evaluating the progrem and

conducting research on distance education.

Our philosophy on selecting satellite receiving equipment

is that the schools need the flexibility to receive courses from

any source depending upon the individual needs of each school.

As a result our antenna are steerable and capable of receiving

both satellite transmission bands (C and Ku). We are placing

this receiving equipment at 65 sites this year. To date almost

50 of these have been installed. The installation will be

completed in all of these schools before classes start next fall.

We believe that the key to the success of the STAR Schools

program in Mississippi lies in the local schools. As a result,

our training program is vitally important to our overall

project. Our philosophy on training is based on the notion that

children learn differently in satellite classes than in

traditional classes. As a result of this different learning

process, the teaching process in a satellite class must also be
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different. Therefore, teachers or classroom facilitators, as

they are being called, must be trained in this new technology.

Our training efforts will concentrate on the classroom

facilitator and the school administrators. However, we also

realize that the success of our STAR School project also needs

the support of other school groups, such as parents and local

school board members. I would like to emphasize that the use of

satellite technology will not replace the classroom teacher but

will permit schools to offer live interactive classes which are

not currently available in those schools.

In May, our two educational coordinators will conduct

training sessions in each school for the school coordinators,

principals, and superintendents. We anticipate over 140 school

personnel will receive this training. In July, we will present

six training workshops for the approximate 100 teacher/

facilitators from the 65 schools. Our training programs and

materials are open and available to all schools in the state

using satellite courses including schools from the other

consortia.

The third portion of our STAR Schools program at The

University of Mississippi involves research and evaluation.

Before the Mississippi model is adopted by other states we must

document our progress. Changes may be necessary in the

programming, the training, or the equipment. Our Office of

Distance Learning 7urrently has three research projects underway

in the area of satellite learning. We are also funding research
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in distance education proposed by teaches and researchers from

other institutions in the state.

In year two of our STAR Schools Project we plan to increase

the number of schools capable of rece:Ning satellite courses. We

i'lan to develop a model for training the satellite classroom

facilitator in the effective use of satellite Instruction and to

expand our evaluation and research component.

In closing, I would like to note that in our first year of

funding it has taken considerable time to hire staff; bid,

purchase, and install downlinks; select the "neediest" schools;

and plan training for ceachers, facilitators, and administrators.

Now after six months, we are approaching being fully operational

but in a few weeks schools will be breaking for the summer. This

means that under current legislation our STAR Schools program

will have only the 1989-90 school year to be completely

operational and to monitor the success of our training and

programming efforts. I strongly recommend that current STAR

Schools grantees be eligible for third year funding to continue

the progress that we are all making.

r
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for your testimony and
the dec.3ription of the program at the University of Mississippi.

Now we will hear from Albert Moore I am assuming it is thesame Albert Moore that we saw on video tape from Houlka High
School. Welcome to our hearing.

Mr. MOORE. Thank you, Senator Cochran. Ohayoo-gozaimasu.Watashi-we Albert Moore-desu. Amerika-jin desu. Kookoo san-
nensee-desu. Juu-hachi-sai. Gakko-wo Houlka kookoo-desu. Watshi-
we Satellite Educational Resources Consortium Koko hanashi-desu.Doozo yoroshiku.

Can you translate what I have said into English? [Laughter.]
Senator COCHRAN. No.
The REPORTER. Neither can I.
Senator COCHRAN. You will get a copy of his remarks.
The REPORTER. I hope so. Thank you. [Laughter.]
Mr. MOORE. We can, and a small percentage of other Mississippi

students can too. In my introduction I said, 'Good morning. I amAlbert Moore. I am an American. I am in the 12th grade. I am 18years old. I go to Houlka High School. I am here to talk about Sat-
ellite Educational Resources Consortium, known as SERC. Am gladto meet you."

Through the SERC program I am learning to speak a foreign lan-
guagea language spoken by only a few Mississippians. There are
four schools participating in the SERC program. They are Houlka,Iuka, North Forrest, and South Panola. There are two classes being
offered, they are Japanese and Probability and Statistics. Japanege
is like no other class I have ever taken. it is a challenge and a fas-
cination. I am learning to speak Japanese roomaji, write Japanese
hirangana, and study like I have never studied before. The Japa-
nese class is broadcast via live satellite on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays. On these days our instructor is Tim Cook, who speaks
both English and Japanese fluently. Through his instructions, (Wa-tashi-wa Nihon-go e ima hanashi chotto-desu.) am now able tospeak the Japanese language, a little bit. I can also write the Japa
nese language a little bit. Mr. Cook is a very intelligent young ma,.and I enjoy his methods of teaching. I also like the vivid skits heuses to try to convey dialects and monotones used by the Japanesepeople, they are very enjoyable. On Tuesdays and Thursdays wepractice our roomaji with our telephone instructor, Sonny. To prac-tice a lot of time with our telephone instructor is a very good wayto learn to speak the language in mind. Our instructor speaks both
English and Japanese; however, sometimes his dialect is so fine Ihave a little problem understanding it. The class advances at a
very steady pace and it is our responsibility to keep up with that
class.

Probability and Statistics is a class like all others. We watch and
listen to ddly lessons presented by the teacher, we are asked ques-tions by and may ask questions of the teacher. Though this class islike all others in this way, it is different from all others in another
way. It is broadcast via live satellite. Communication is done
through keypads, computers, and telephones. The class offers a tu-
torial service on ceri ain days. We can call in for homework assist-
ance anytime before and after class. Another thing different is youmust provide your own motivation for the class. There is no teach-

t-
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er to "hang" over your shoulder so we have to supply our own mo-
tivation and desire to succeed in the class.

At the beginr of each class we practice with a warm-up exer-
cise. These exercises usually are a review of the previous day's
work or work done a few weeks back. The exercises are a great
idea for keeping us prepared for quizzes and pop-tests.

Our instructor for Probability and Statistics is Tom Gravis. He
was educated at the University of Louisville, University de Montpe-
lier, Western Kentucky University, and Bellamine College. He has
received countless mathematical teaching awards and has been
teaching for 24 years. His first teaching job was in the Peace Corps
in West Africa. He has also published two books. As a personal
analysis cf Mr. Gravis, I know he is a very intelligent teacher. He
possesses all the qualities, in my opinion, a good teacher should
possess.

These classes in Mississippi schools can be a great asset. It is said
that we, the youth, a? the future. If this is true, then any invest-
ment in providing us educational opportunities today will be more
than repaid in the future. These courses have provided me not only
with classes I would not be abie to take, but an opportunity to
work with some of the most advanced technology of today which is
a learning experience within itself. Thank you for your support of
these programs and for providing me with there opportunities. It is
my wish though, that all students could be offered the same oppor-
tunity and I ask for your support for the continuation of programs
such as this so that all students may realize the rewarding experi-
ences I have had.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Moore follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALBERT MOORE

Ohayoo-gozalmasu. Watushi -we Albert Moors-desu. Amerika -jin
desu, Kookoo sen-nenses-desu. Juu-hachl-sal. Oakko-wa Houlke kookoo-
desu. Watashi-we Satellite Educational Resources Consortium Koko
hanashi-desu. Doozo yoroshiku.

Can you translate whet I've said Into English? Well I can, and a
smell percentage of other Mississippi students can too. In my
introduction I said, "Good morning. I em Albert Moore. I am an American.
I am in the twelfth grade. I em eighteen years old. I go to Houlke High
School. I em here to talk about Satellite Educational Resources
Consortium (SERC). I am glad to meet you.*

Through the SERC program I mistiming to speak a foreign language-.
-a language spoken by only a few Mississippians. There are four schools
participating in the SERC program. They ere Houlke, Me, North Forrest,
and South Panels. There are two classes being offered, they are Japanese
and Probability and Statistics.

Japanese is like no other class I've ever taken. It's a challenge and a
fascination. I'm learning to speak Japanese roomejl, write Japanese
Wawa, and study like I've never studied before. The Japanese class is
broadcast via live satellite on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays. On
these days our Instructor is Tim Cook, who speaks both English and
Japanese fluently. Through Ills instructions, (Wateshi-wa Nihon-go a ima
hanashi chotto-desu.) I am kow able to speak the Japanese language, a
little bit.

1, (et t ..ttaokt (:(*kz" e"t
I can also write and read the Japanese language. Mr. Cook is a very
intelligent young man, and I enjoy his methods of teaching. I also like the
vivid skits he uses to try to convey dialects and monotones used by the,
Japanese people, they are very enjoyable. On Tuesdays and Thursdays we
practice our roomeji with our telephone instructor, Sonny. The
interaction is a great idea for learning to communicate the language with
other people. This instructor also speaks both English and Japanese;
however, his dialect sometimes is more difficult to understand. The class
advances at a steady pace and It Is our responsibility to study and keep up.

Probability and Statistics is a class like all others. We watch and
listen to aally lessons presented by the teacher, we are asked questions
by and may ask questions of the teacher. Though this class is like all
others In this way It is different from all others in another way. It Is
broadcast vie live satellite( Communication is done through keypecos,
computers, and telephones.

hIt/
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The class offers a tutorial service on certain days. We can cell In for
homework assistance anytime before and after class. Another thing
different about the class is motivation. There is no teacher to *hang* over
our shoulders, so we have to supply our own motivation and desire to
succeed In the class.

At the beginning of each class we practice with a warm-up exercise.
The exercises keep us on our toes. It's usually a review of the previous
day's work; however, occasionally problems ere used from work done a
few weeks back. The exercises are a great idea for keeping us prepared
for quizes and pop-tests.

Our instructor for Probability and Statistics is Tom Wavle. He was
educated at the University of Louisville, University de Montpellier,
Western Kentucky University, and Bellamine College. He has received
cowitless mathematical teaching awards and has been teaching for twenty.
four years. His first teaching Job was in the Peace Corps In West Africa.
He has also published two books. As a personal analysis of Mr (Wavle, I
feel he is a very intelligent teacher. He possesses all the qualities, in my
opinion, a good teacher should possess.

These classes In Mississippi schools can be a great asset. It is said
that we, the youth, are the future. If this is true, then any investment in
providing us educational opportunities today will be more than repaid in
the future. These courses have provided me not only with classes I would
otherwise not be able to take, but an opportunity to work with some of the
most advanced technology of today which is a learning experience within
itself.

I thank you for your support of these programs and for providing me
with these opportunities. It is my wish though, that all students could be
offered the same opportunity and I ask for your support for the
continuation of programs such as this so that all students may realize the
rewarding experiences I have had.

r
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for that very interest-
ing presentation. In my 16 years of Congress, I do not think I recall
a youngster from Mississippi beginning a statement with Japanese.
That is an especially exciting experience to have. I thank you for
being here and for helping us understand what the Star Schools
program is and how it is being utilized in our State as an experi-
ence and demonstration of new technology available to our educa-
tional system today. I think this panel has given us a very good
overview of what is happening in Mississippi. There are three dif-
ferent consortia who are involved in our State in bringing teacher
training and technology equipment and actual classroom experi-
ence to students throughout our State. I have been told that as
many as 112 different schools, by next fall will have access to these
classroom programs. That is really a very important step into the
future for our state to be able to participate to that extent in the
demonstration program. I know that the budget situation is of
great concern to all of you as it is to me and we are seeing our
budget committee working now in Washington on the details for
resolution. Can you tell us for the record so we can share this in-
formation with others in Washington when we go back into session
in the Senate next week, what the consequences will be for these
programs if the access to Federal funds were to be discontinued? Is
there funding available from other sources, either private sector,
foundation or State resources to continue these programs in Missis-
sippi without Federal assistance? Dr. Wall, would you like to start
off with a response to that?

Dr. WALL. I know of no immediate or specialized program to take
the place of what is being done through the Star Schools program
at this time. There are several different ways by which we are
trying to attract other money and it is primarily from foundations.
It might depend also that through Dr. Boyd and others, the State
Legislature that there may be some move under way to supplement
what we have already started.

Senator COCHRAN. Mr. Jaeger, do you have money in your budget
that will enable you to carry on this program if it were not for the
federal financial support?

Mr. JAEGER. Senator, the State Department of Education in Mis-
sissippi and Educational Television have made significant contribu-
tions in terms of personnel and equipment to date. We have also
made contributions to a consortium which helped bring these serv-
ices into our schools. Our combined contribution and service came
to about $50,000 as it now exists. Lily further burden on either of
our agencies I think would be extreme. We would hope that the
Congress in its wisdom would continue to fund this program and
continue the bright promise that has been extended to Mississippi
and that includes the citizens, teachers and citizens across Missis-
sippi are attempting to embrace the future, attempting to compete
with our neighbors in the Southeast and across the country and
think that any discontinuance of these funds would be a serious
setback, not only for the Star Schools program but the attitudes,
new attitudes developed in this State.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Young, on a recent visit to Ole Miss, I saw
the satellite equipment. What happens to that equipment? I know
you have a teacher training program that you actually have on
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campus there, if I understand your testimony. Would that be a con-
tinuous program without the Federal funds that are made avail-
able to the University for this program?

Dr. YOUNG. The University intends to continue with its educa-
tion processes that we have begun. I think it would be critically
limited without continued support from the Star Schools grant.
The University will continue to use this network of community
access that we have to the school and to get the communities to
train teachers and facilitators but without continued funding our
program there would be criticality limited. As I said earlier, by
placing the equipment in schools is not going to assure the success
of those sites for the programs in schools. We need to continue to
train people who monitor success of the program so I think over all
the State, the hundred plus applicants that we are going to have
would not alone assure the success of the program.

Senator COCHRAN. I was interested, Mr. Moore, in your descrip-
tion of your classroom instructing experience in JapalNese and the
advanced mathematics course, Probability and Statistics. How do
you get your homework done in Statistics? Do you actually send in
written work to the teacher by mail or how is that communicated?

Mr. MOORE. Well, some days he asks for our facilitatcrs, that is
the teacher that looks over us, to check our notebooks and grade us
on doing our homework. On certain days we will try to alter our
universities and communicate back with them by keypad to tell
him that we have a certain answers to his work, our answers and
he records our grades like that.

Senator COCHRAN. Do you actually do your calculations at your
desk? If you were asked to work a problem for instance, in physics,
does that collect on a pad? Is there a way to communicate with
that teacher? Can he actually see what you are writing or see what
you are doing there at your desk on a monitor at the University of
ICentuclEy?

Mr. MOORE. No, Sir. Like I would work the problem out. He
would have a display of answers on the TV screen and then I
would select one of those answers and then he would receive my
answer.

Senator COCHRAN. I see, you find a reference to select that
answer then?

Mr. MOORE. Yes, sir.
Senator COCHRAN. I see. This form of interactive instruction

allows you to communicate with the teacher even though all of you
students are in different classrooms in the different States.

Mr. MOORE. Yes sir.
Senator COCHRAN. Can you hear the other students when they

are talking? How does that work?
Mr. MOORE. On certainevery month each school has a date that

you are on television, like our school was, you know. On those days
we can hear him talk to other schools and every day he asks for
someone to call in and participate on the warmup exercise by tele-
phone and we can hear them that way.

Senator COCHRAN. I have heard, I forget which panel member
mentiuned this, that this is not a substitute for a classroom teacher
in the schools that are participating. There is a teacher or facilita-
tor who is there and that is what you are doing at Ole Miss is

C
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training facilitators in how to deal with the situation and how to
use the technology. How many students are going to be participat-
ing in this? I have heard a number of 112 schools. Do any of you
have any idea how many students around Mississippi would actual-
ly be able to participate in this program by next fall? I know there
are three different programs.

Dr. WALL. Estimates run as high as ten (10) per class per site,
downsite. That is a little bitvery gross, that is not an accurate
estimate at all. We will not have accurate :igures until registration
is completed and it began in March of this ear, that is registration
of students.

Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate very mucl.-, your being here today,
helpin us understand what the Star Schools programs is, how it is
working, and what it means to our St,..ce and our education efforts
here. ?, want you to know that we are going to continuo to stay in
touch with you and monitor tI.e progress that is being made and
try to help solve any problems which may develop. If this provr4 to
be successful, it will be a successful adventure into the futy re for
our State.

Thank you all for being here and participating in the hearing
this morning.

We will recess for lunch until 1:30 p.m.
[Luncheon recess.]

AFTERNOON SESSION

Senator COCHRAN. If our committee will come to order, we will
resume our hearing that was begun this morning on the subject of
education and certain programs that are funded in Washington
under the authority of the Federal grants program that are of par-
ticular interest and benefit to us in Mississippi. We are talking par-
ticularly about Star Schools prcgram and Chapter I program and
its advantage to students. This morning when we began, I intro-
duced special guests who were here at this hearing. I know all of
you were not here at the beginning of the hearing this morning
and I thought I would again tell you who is here from Washington
so that you will know who these people are. From my staff, I have
Anne Cherry and James Davis who specialize in educational issues.
Anne actually works at the Labor and Human Resources Commit-
tee staff offices in Washington. And we also have other members of
our staff. Bill LaForge who is my Chief of Staff is here from the
Washington Office; Lynn Moten who is here from my Washington
office as well and Wiley Carter, Administrative Assistant was here
just a moment ago. We appreciate very much their being here. Also
I want to thank Ruth Blackledge who is serving as our court re-
porter, stenographer, transcript writer and expert now in Japa-
nese.

We mention that the hearings have been authorized by Senator
Edward Kennedy, Chairman of our committee and Senator Clai-
borne Pell who is Chairman of the Subcommittee on Education,
Arts and Humanities of the United States Senate. We appreciate
very much their authorizing these hearings to be held in our state
today. We also are happy to introduce to you Doris Dixon who is
the Chapter I specialist for the U.S. Department of Education from

C
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Washington and we have Ann Young who is here representing the
subcommittee chairman, Senator Claiborne Pell. I think that iden-
tifies those who are here as our guests of the committee today. At
this point we will continue our hearing and call our panel for the
afternoon session. If you will come forward, we will proceed with
our hearing. Included in this panel are Dr. Milton Matthews, Di-
rector, Division of Instructional Alternatives, Mississippi State De-
partment of Education, Jackson, MS; Dr. Judy Floyd Robbins,
Local Coordinator, Chapter I Activities for the LaFayette County
School District, Cxford, MS; Margaret McDonald, Teacher-Supervi-
sor, Tunica County School District, Tunica, MS; Carlos Day, Stu-
dent, Blackburn Junior High School, Jackson, MS. If you will all
come forward and take your place here at the witness table we will
begin our afternoon session. As you are coming forward let me
thank you for being here and for helping us with our hearing.

This morning's session focused primarily on an overview of our
situation in education today. Our first panel, consisted of State edu-
cational officials, Dr. Richard Boyd, Dr. Olon Ray and Dr. Joe Ross.
Our second panel dealt with the Star Schools program. This panel
is here to talk about our Chapter I program which is the other pro-
gram that we are looking at very carefully in accepting terms of
geographic importance in the State of Mississippi.

Dr. Matthews, we appreciate very much your being here. We
have a statement I think and with that being included in the
record we ask you to proceed in any way you would like to summa-
rize your presentation to the committee.

STATEMENT OF DR. MILTON MATTHEWS, DIRECTOR, DIVISION
OF INSTRUCTIONAL ALTERNATIVES, MISSISSIPPI STATE DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, JACKSON, MS; DR. JUDY FLOYD
ROBBINS, CHAPTER I COORDINATOR, LAFAYETTE COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT, OXFORD, MS; MRS. MARGARET MCDONALD,
TEACHER-SUPERVISOR, TUNICA COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT,
TUNICA, MS; AND CARLOS DAY, STUDENT, BLACKBURN JUNIOR
HIGH SCHOOL, JACKSON, MS

Dr. MArrHEws. Thank you, Senator. I will proceed with the pre-
pared statement.

The impact of Chapter I funds ally sated to the State of Mississip-
pi can be assessed both educationally and economically. In re-
searching data on which to determine educational impact, a review
was completed on educational achievement data of Chapter I stu-
dents beginning with school year 1979-80. A sampling of test data
from three grades, 3, 6, and 9, was used in the review. Since the
1979-80 school year, the Mississippi Chapter I students have shown
growth each year in both reading and mathematics. The achieve-
ment data is based or a 9-months testing cycle.

In reading, the average gain since 1979-80 has been: for Grade 3:
6.88 Normal Curve Equivalent Scores, for Grade 6: 5.60 NCE
Scores, for Grade 9: 4.90 NCE Scores. In mathematics, the average
gain since 1979-80 has been: for Grade 3: 8.54 Normal Curve Equiv-
alent Scores, for Grade 6: 7.78 NCE Scores, for Grade 9: 6,30 NCE
Scores.
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Recent statewide data has shown the average Mississippi student
slightly below national norms. By comparison, the statewide
achievement during the period 1970-72 showed reading achieve-
ment at the 23-24 percentile and mathematics at the 27-28 per-
centile. Fifteen years ago 10 percent of the public school children
were scoring at the first percentile and over 30 percent were at the
tenth percentile or below. In poverty stricken counties, a study of
test data shows dramrttic gains since the early 1970's. Chapter I
can claim a significant role in this turn around.

The most recent comparison of Mississippi Chapter I data with
national data was completed for the school year 1985-86. NCE
gains for Mississippi were slightly less than the national average in
grades K-5 but were at or above national averages in grades 6-12.

In considering the economic impact of Chapter I, since its incep-
tion in 1965, Mississippi school districts and state agencies have re-
ceived $1,262,312,292 in Federal compensatory education funds. It
is significant that in the last 10 years, the average yearly full-time-
equivalent staff members employed in local district Chapter I pro-
grams has been 4,101.8. This number represents administrative, in-
structional and support services personnel. In the 5 years prior to
that time, the average annual number of employees from these
funds was 5387.8. From 1980 through 1989, a yearly average of
109,072 students have been served in Chapter I programs. From
1974 through 1979 the average number of students served annually
was 133,992 students.

In the current school year, 128,464 students are being served
statewide in Chapter I programs. These programs are in 88 percent
of the schools ir. the State. In local school districts 3,665 persons
are presently employed with Chapter I funds. Students are receiv-
ing supplementary instruction in language arts, mathematics and
reading. Supportive services include attendance, and health related
activities.

Both the educational and economic impact of Chapter I funds al-
located to Mississippi have been shown. However, attention should
be given to those students who have not received Chapter I services
because of inad"quate funding. Currently, in grade spans that are
being served la local districts, supplementary instruction is not
being provided to more than 21,000 eligible students. Statistics are
not available on the number of students who are eligible for Chap-
ter I services in grade spans that are not being served by Chapter I
programs.

I am most appreciative that the matter of eligible students who
are not served in addressed in Section 1001 of the Augustus F.
Hawkins-Robert T. Stafford Elementary and Secondary School Im-
provement Amendments of 1988. In that section entitled "Declara-
tion of Policy and Statement of Purpose," the Congress has de-clared an intent to serve all eligible Chapter I children by fiscal
year 1993. With this declaration, I can only believe that the future
of supplementary education for disadvantaged students is indeed abright one,

Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Dr. Matthews for your
statement and I think we will go through the statements from the
entire panel before we get into the specific questions or discussion
of these issue.
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I now call on Dr. Judy Floyd Robbins. You may proceed.
Dr. ROBBINS. Thank you. I would like to begin my remarks really

with my conclusion and that would be the most important things I
say. If we teach students in the skills we can get them through the
spring standardized testing. But if we teach them the joy and the
love of learning, then we can help them get through life. Chapter I
money provides education to disadvantaged students with instruc-
tion above and beyond what they get in a normal classroom. We
can use this money for the standardized instruction or many other
projects which is certainly acceptable or we can go far beyond that
by understanding and addressing the special needs of these chil-
dren. The first special need, of course, is academic. Most of these
children are functioning below grade lo vel. They need instructional
material and methods that are both interesting and relevant. In
our upper elementary Chapter I grades the basal readers have
been replaced by content area materials and students are studying
reading and writing skills through active, interesting science and
social studies units. These materials are by the way on a grade
level and the students are handling them because they are interest-
ing and they are involved. Throughout the program the purple
ditto sheets and the teaching of isolated skills have been deempha-
sized and much more time is being spent on teaching to and with
students in order to increase their comprehension and enjoyment.

Our second requirement is a climate that is warm and accepting
yet holds out high standards for behavior and academic perform-
ance. Although we are very much aware of these students econom-
ic and home situations, we cannot let that serve as a built in
excuse for failure. They might need additional instruction and a
double dose of motivation; but they can achieve. Everyone can do
something well, and Chapter I classes provide procedures to work
for and capitalize on strengths. As students succeed, their self-
esteem rises and a cycle of success then will begin.

Educationally and economically the disadvantaged student have
limited experience and little knowledge of what lies beyond the
boundaries of their counties. Chapter I can provide countless oppor-
tunity to expand this world with them. We have the freedom and
the money to supplement with guest speakers, with activities, with
materials to expose them to a world that lies beyond their experi-
ences. This year in our program the States of California and Wis-
consin have come alive for our fifth and sixth graders through pen
pals from those States. The exchange of pictures and letters have
been much more informative and interesting to them than a chap-
ter from a book. And considering the limited size of the Chapter I
classes these students were able to plan and write and film video-
tapes to send to their pen pals.

Our fourth need for many of these students is some need of the
future. Particularly the upper elementary students see no need for
education or effort. Without involvement in extra curricular activi-
ties they are here for today and have no concept of the total school
picture. Providing role model can help them s.ee beyond tomorrow.
And instead of showing them successful businessmen or private
education we plan to use high school students or recent graduates
who can represent a more reachable goal for our students. Some-
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times just knowing that holding on means a chance to play junior
high football or be a cheerleader is enough to keep them going.

These are some of the special needs of these children. In order to
address these needs we must maintain our programs. No school or
program can be successful without teamwork. Chapter I regula-
tions require coordination with the regular school program, but it
is important to go beyond this. Without everyone being fully in-
volved with what we are already doing we cannot expect coopera-
tion and support beyond what is required by the law and it takes
all of us working together to provide as much as we can for the
children.

The key to success of the entire program is to maintain the for-
ward momentum and this can be done through instruction leader-
ship. Teaching disadvantaged students can be extremely rewarding,
but it can also be unbelievably frustrating and demanding. If su-
pervisors and coordinators do not provide support encouragement,
and praise through daily contact with students and teachers, posi-
tive attitudes can deteriorate rapidly. And without enthusiasm
teachers cannot communicate that excitement of learning. We can
teach students enough skills to get through the spring standardized
testing but if we add to that the joy and love of learning, we can
help them get through life.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Robbins follows:]

20-136 - 89 - 3
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JUDY FLOYD ROBBINS

LAFAYETTE COUNTY SCHOOLS
OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI

CHAPTER I

Lafayette County schools serve the rural area
surrounding the culturally-rich city of Oxford and
University of Mississippi. The per capita income of
Lafayette County rzsidents is approximately $800 below the
state level and $3300 below the national average. In our
school district, 56% of the students are on free or reduced
lunches. Many of them know little of the world beyond the
boundaries of the county, and only about 30% of the
graduating seniors will continue their education.
Because of this setting, our teachers have made a strong
committmont to go beyond the remediation and reinforcement
of skills in their instruction of these children. If we
fail to somehow instill in them the Joy of reading and
learning, we will not equip them with what they need beyond
the spring standardized tests.

The 1988-89 Chapter I project operates under a budget
of $198,472 and employs five teachers, three teacher
assistants, a secretary, a supervisor, and a part-time
janitor. The 270 students in Chapter I comprise 30% of the
students in grades two through seven. Pull-out classes of
reading, math, and language arts are provided for students
who score below the 50th percentile on a nationally-normed
test. We spend approximately $500 per child on this
additional Instruction.

Our instructional program is characterized by an
emphasis on the use of motivational, relevant materials and
time spent reading to students. These children require more
than the traditional diagnostic-instruction-reinforcement
cycle. Characteristically, their economic and home
environments have not provided the background necessary to
enable them to take full advantage of educational
opportunities. Unless we address the critical needs of
these economically disadvantaged students, classroom
instruction can not be fully effective.

In order to fulfill our responsibility to these
students, we must first determine their needs and examine
ways to meet these needs In the school setting.

INSTRUCTION

The first need that we address is academic. Many of
these students are functioning below grade level. In
addition to remodiation of basic skills, we must add
excitement and relevance to their education.

In the upper elementary grades, basal readers have been
replaced by content area materials. Teachers are using
science and social studies units to stimulate interest and
provide opportunities for independent reading and study.
Students no longer feel mremediated" by redundancy of
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instruction. Language arts skills are being covertly
reinforced as students read interesting, challenging,
on-grade level materials.

In the lower elementary grades, duplicated drill sheets
and the teaching of isolated reading skills have been
deemphasized. More time is being spent reading to and with
students in order to increase comprehension and enjoyment.

CLIMATE AND HIGH EXPECTATIONS

These students need a climate that is warm and
accepting yet holds out high standards for behavior and
performance. We communicate high expectations by literally
expecting adequate performances academically and
behaviorally. Although we are aware of their economic and
home environments, we do not let disadvantages serve as
built-in excuses for failure. Nor do we allow ourselves to
think: "How sad. They just have so much going against
them."

Our students may need additional instruction,
interesting materials, and a double dose of motivation; but
they can achieve. Every student can do something well, and
our teachers constantly watch for for and capitalize on
students' special talents. As students succeed, their
self-esteem rises and a cycle of success begins.

We want our students to be happy about school and happy
about themselves; so we do not feel guilty about laughing
and loving. V* ptiase, hug, and celebrate progress.

THE WORLD BEYOND

Economically and educationally disadvantaged students
have limited experiences and little knowledge of the world
beyond the boundaries of the county. The school setting
offers countless opportunities for us to expand their world.
The use of content area materials and increased reading time
allows us to expose students to a world that lies beyond
their experience. When appropriate, we use guest speakers
to enrich units of study. Ole Miss foreign students,
parents, businessmen, and politicials have visited our
classrooms to share their special knowledge.

California and Wisconsin have become real for our fifth
and sixth graders who have pen pals from those states. The
letters and pictures have been more informative than using a
chapter from a book. And our students did all the planning,
writing, and filming of a video-tape to send to their pen
pals.
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THE FUTURE

In Order to maximize the effects of our academic
inetruation, we suet provide students with Male vision of
the future. Many students, particularly the fifth and sixth
graders, see no reason for education or effort. They are
here fo r. today and have no concept of the total school
picture. tome are discouraged and are giving up. Providing
role models can help them see beyond tomorrow. Instead of
successful businessmen or corporate executives, we use high
school students or recent graduates. These people represent
a reachable 041 for our students. Sometimes Just realizing
that holding on means a chance to Play Junior high football
or be a cheerleLder is enough to keep them going.

In order to deal with the total child, there are some
things we must do. No school or program can he successful
without teamwork. We call ourselves the "Chapter I Team'
because we work together. Our Job descriptions do not limit
our activities. And we consider ourselves to be part of the
total school team. If what we do is a mystery to classroom
teachers, we cannot expect their full cooperation or
support; and it takes everyone working together to provide
as much as possible for the children.

The forward momentum of a program must be taintalned.
This is done through instructional leadership. Teaching
disadvantaged students can be unbelievably rewarding, but it
can also be extremely frustrating and demanding. If
supervisors and coordinators do not providr encouragement,
praise, and support through daily contact with teachers and
students, attitudes can deteriorate rapidly. Without
enthusiasm we cannot communicate the excitement of learning.
If we teach skills to children, we can get them through the
spring standardised testing. If we add the Joy and love of
learning, we can help them get through life.

Dr. Judy Robbins
Chapter I Contact Person
Lafayette County Schools
Route 6
Oxford, MS 30655
(60I) 234-6627
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Dr. Robbins for your
statement.

We now call on Margaret McDonald of the Tunica County School
District, a Teacher-Supervisor in the Chapter I program.

Mrs. MCDONALD. Tunica County is the poorest county in the
state, with its meager resources and educationally deprived popu-
lace, desperately needs the support from the Feder' Government
if i s students are to have a chance for quality education.

With Chapter I funds, Tunica County has provided a wide range
of instructional and supportive services that are bridging the edu-
cational gaps between educationally deprived youth and those from
more affluent communities.

Test data for 1978-79 school year shows that approximately 25
percent of our students were scoring in the one percentile in the
areas of reading, language and math. Today, thanks to intensive
reading, language arts, and math instructions, there are no stu-
dents in Tunica County scoring at this level.

Chapter I teachers and teacher aideb have provided for more sup-
portive drills for students from the regular classroom curriculum.

Chapter I replacement teachers in reading and language serve to
reduce the teacher-pupil ratio. Therefore, teachers have more time
for individualization and students have frequent opportunities to
put into practice what they have learned.

Media Center personnel and equipment that improve receptive
language skills, encourage positive learning reinforcement, and
promote creative learning through fun and active participation, all
products of Chapter I.

Multi-media equipment and materials purchased by Chapter I,
capture students attention, provide more time for the individual
learner, and take the children through learning steps that are sys-
tematic, well-organized, and provide immediate feedback.

Computers have played a tremendous role in the advancement of
math, language arts, and reading skills over the past few years.
The computer assisted instruction programs have caused teachers
to re-evaluate their student expectations. The programs have pro-
vided support for designing individualized educational plans that
add more advanced skills to the curriculum in the elementary
grades.

A very high number of our graduates have gone into the field of
computer science or other related fields. There is little doubt that
they received their initial inspiration from the use of computers at
the elementary schools of Tunica County.

On the 1988 Functional Literacy Exam, 96 percent of Tunica
County's eleventh grade passed. Most of these students have, at
sometime, been served by Chapter I.

Students from Tunica County, who were once served by Chapter
I are graduating from college in medicine, research, nursing, com-
puter science, business, education, social work and many other
worthwhile professions.

As an ea acator in the Tunica County Schools for almost 40 years,
let me tell you--this is progress. For years, of those few students
who managed to stay in school long enough to graduate from high
school, only a precious few went on to college. The majority stayed
at home. The boys became tractor drivers or secured other menial
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jobs. The girls became maids, factory workers or cooks in cafes. The
lack of money was not the only reason these students did not go to
college. The primary reason was that these students were aware
that they were not college material. They knew that they could not
read well enough to cope. Many of them were bored with school
and just wanted out. Parents of students now understand more
about our educational programs. They are involved in the Chapter
I Advisory Council. They help formulate programs. They under-
stand test scores, and most of all, they are able to help their chil-
dren at home. If there had been no Jhapter I when these parents
were in school, in all probability they would have been just like
their parents before. Many of their parents could not read, there-
fore, they could not possibly help their problem.

Chapter I personnel read to students stories that cause them to
want to read. More important though, there are books in the Chap-
ter I Media Center that children check out and read at home or
have their parents or older siblings read to them.

Educational Television programs used in the schools, the film li-
brary, filmstrips, all provided by Chapter I serve to build back-
ground information so vitally important for students to have a
meaningful learning experience. These same materials have given
these students opportunity to see that life can be different and that
education is a way out of poverty and off "Sugar Ditch".

Health services provided by Chapter I have furnished not only
things that are physical in nature, but have aided the emotional
stability of many of these deprived youth. Many children have been
labeled as "dumb" or a slow learner and placed in special educa-
tion only because they had physical defects that needed addressing.
Health screening provided by Chapter I pinpointed these weakness-
es. Thus, the children's achievement rose, their slight problems
were corrected and their self-image was elevated.

As an educator, I shutter to think what would have happened to
our children in Tunica County had not Chapter I intervened with
its funds that provide in-service training so that we have 10 read-
ing specialists serving Chapter I children now as opposed to zero
prior to 1975.

Funding by Chapter I provides for Chapter I teachers and teach
er-aides, guidance counselors, health care personnel, all whose
roles are so vital to the learning of our students.

How could Tunica County have provided the many dollars that
Chapter I has spent on workbooks, media material, computers, and
other materials vital to student learning? No way.

True, we are one of the systems in Mississippi that is on academ
is probation. True, we are not where we should be. True, we are
not where we want to be. But, little by little, we are getting there
We are getting better, we will get better, and one day soon we will
be where we should be and where we want to be. We are making
progress and we will make more progress, and Tunica County citi-
zens will be proud of Tunica County Schools.

We, in Tunica County, are proud of Dr. Jerry Gentry now serv-
ing the United States Navy; Anthony Nickson in the co-op engi-
neering program with Mississippi State and Texas Light, Water
and Gas; Paul Veal, a chiropractor in Tupelo. MS as well as many
other of our graduates who serve Tunica County as educators,
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nurses, social workers, and many other who perform service so val-
uable to our community.

As an educator, a mother of two teacher-assistants, grandmother
of three girls, a great-grandmother of two boys in the Tunica
County schools, and as a representative of every child and parent
in Tunica County, let me express our eternal gratitude to the Con-
gressman who has continued to support legislation for the funding
of Chapter I. Thank you for caring, thank you for sharing, and
please continue to support Chapter I funding. We need you.

Remember, your caring, your concern, and your continued sup-
port are the only hope for a "brighter tomorrow" and quality edu-
cation for the economically deprived children of Tunica County.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. McDonald follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET McDONALD

WHAT IS TUNICA COUNTY CHAPTER I DOING FOR ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS?

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,

now known as Chapter I, authorized federal support to local education

agencies for special programs for educationally deprived children

in attendance areas where lowincome families are concentrated. Its

aim is to help broaden and strengthen education for children of poverty.

Tunica County, the poorest county in the nation, with its meagar

resources and educationally deprived populace, desperately needed

financial support from the federal government if its students were

to have a chance for quality education.

With Chapter I funds, Tunica County has provided a wide range

of instructional and supportive services that are bridging the educa

tional gaps between these educationally deprived youth and those

from more affluent communities.

Test data for 1978-79 shows that approximately 25% of our students

were scoring in the 1 file in the areas of reading, language, and

math. Today, thanks to intensive reading, language arts, and math

instructions, there are no students in Tunica County scoring at this

.1.

Tunica County was most fortunate, thanks again to Chapter I,

in opening elementary counselors long before many other districts

in the state. Testing programs, such as the diagnostic tests that

analyze and provide realistic directions for teachers planning instruc

tions and selecting materials on student's individual instructional

levels, became a reality.

1
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Charter I teachers and teacher aides have provided for more

supportive drills for students from the regular classtow curriculum.

Chapter I replacement teacncrs in reading and language serve

to reduce the teacher-pupil ratio. Therefore, teachers have more

time for individualization and students have frequent opportunities

to put into practice what they have learned.

Media Center personnel and equipment that improve receptive

language skills, encourage positive learning reinforcement, and promote

creative learning through fun and active participation

ALL ARE PRODUCTS OF CHAPTER I.

Multi-media equipment and materials, purchased by Chapter I,

capture students' attention, provide more time for the individual

learner, and take children through learning steps that are systematic,

well-organized, and provide immediate feedback.

Compiters have played a tremendous role in the advancement of

math, language arts, and reading skills over the past few years.

The computer-assisted instrr,tion programs have caused teachers to

re-evaluate their studentexpectations. The programs have provided

support for designing individualized educational plans that add more

advanced skills to the curriculum in the elementary grades. Computer-

asnisted instruction gives direction and guidance to teachers to

enable them to provide for the various achievement levels and learning

styles within their classroom setting.

A very high number of our graduates have gone into the field

of computer science or other related fields. There is little doubt

that they received their initial inspiration from the use of the

computers in the elementary schools of Tunica County.

On the 1988 Functional Literacy Exam, 96% of Tunica County's

eleventh grade passed. Most of these students have, at sometime,

been served by Chapter I.

Students from Tunica County, who were once served by Chapter I,

are graduating from college in medicine, research, nursing, computer

science, business, education, social work, and many other worthwhile

professions.
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As an educator in the Tunica County Schools for almost forty

years, let me tell you...THIS IS PROGRESS! For years, of those

few students who managed to stay in school long enough to graduate

from high school, only a precious few went on to college. The majority

stayed at home. The boys became tractor drivers or secured other

menial jobs. The girls became maids, factory workers or cooks in

cafes. The lack of money for college was not the only reason that

the students did not go to college. The primary reason was that

these students were aware that they were not college material. Many

knew that they could not read well enough to cope. Others were simply

bored with school and only wanted out.

Parents of students understand more about our educational programs.

They are involved in the Chapter I Advisory Council. They help formu-

late programs. They understand test scores, and MOST OF ALL, they

are able to help their children at home. If there had been no Chapter I

when they were in school, in all probability they would have been

just like their parents before them. Many of their parents could

not read, therefore, they could not possibly help them.

Chapter I personnel read to students stories that introduce

cultural values and literary traditions which motivate children to

want to read. More important, however, are the books in the Chapter I

Media Center that children check out and read at home or have their

parents or older siblings read to them.

Educational Television programs used in the schools, the film

library and filmstrips and filmstrip projectors, .6mm film projectors,

ALL PROVIDED BY CHAPTER I, serve to build background information

so vitally important for students to have meaningful learning experi-

ences. These same materials have given these students the opportunity

to see that life can he different and that education is a way to

get out of poverty and off "Sugar Ditch".

Health services provided by Chapter I have furnished not only

things that were physical in nature, but have aided the emotional

stability of many of these deprived youth. Many children have been

labe.ed as "dumb" or a slow learner and placed in upecial education
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only because they had physical defects that needed addressing. Health

screenings pinpointed these weaknesses and the student's achievement

rose. Thus, the child's own self-image was elevated.

As an educator, I shutter to think what would have happened

to our children to Tunica County had not Chapter I intervened with

its funds that pr ide in-service training so that we have ten reading

specialists servih, Chapter children as opposed to zero prior to

1975.

FUNDING BY CHAPTER I provides for Chapter I teachers and teacher-

aides, guidance counselors, and health care personnel whose roles

are so vital to tl'a learning experience for our students.

How could Tunica County have provided the many dollars that

Chapter I has spent on workbooks, media material, computers, and

the other materials vital to student learning? NO WAY;

TRUE, we are one of the systems in Mississippi that is on academic

probation. TRUE, we are not where we should be. TRUE, we are not

where we want to be. But, little by little, we are getting there.

We are getting better, we will get better, and one day soon we will

be where we should be and there we want to be. We ARE making progress,

we will make more progress, and Tunica County citizens will be proud

of Tunica County Schools.

We, in Tunica County, are proud of Dr. Jerry Gentry now serving

the United States Navy; Anthony Nickson in the engineering program

with Mississippi State University and Texas Light, Water and Gas;

Paul Veal, a chiropractor in Tupelo, Mississippi, as well as the

many of our graduates who serve Tunica County as educators, nurses,

sociel workers, and many others who perform valuable services to

the community.

As an educator, a mother of two teacher-assistants, grandmother

of three girls, a great-grandmother of two boys in the Tunica County

Schools, and as a representative of every child and parent in

Tunica County, let me express our eternal gratitude to the Congressman

who have continued to support legislation for the funding of Chapter

Thank you for caring, thank you for snaring, and, please, continue

your support of Chapter I funding. We need you!

Remember, your caring, your concern, and your continued support are

the only hope for a "bri,;hter tomorrow" and quality education for

the economically deprived children of Tunica County.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Mrs. McDonald for a
very helpful statement.

Now let me go to Carlos Day.
Mr. DAY. Thank you. Chapter I reading meet.' the needs of stu-

dents. Some of the general goals of the Chapter I Junior High
Reading Program are:

1. To help students develop and improve basic and functional
reading skills. The primary objective is to bring students up to
grade level in reading. The program prepares us fr.lr the problems
we face in other subjects. We must be able to study effectively, take
notes, participate in discussions, prepare for tests, and complete
written assignments.

2. The second goal is to help students appreciate different cul-
tures and societies. We realize the Unitpd States is a multicultural
society. All religions, races, and cultures must be able to work to-
gether ir order to push forward as a great nation.

3. To increase students' interest and ability in sharing pleasure
and information through selected oral reading. The teacher selects
a variety of oral readings, so that we may broaden our perspective
of the world and develop different interests. These selected read-
ings also enable us to practice communication skills.

4. The fourth goal is to encourage students to form a lifetime
habit of reading for information and pleasure. We do not want to
stop reading when we finish school. We always want to grow. Read-
ing takes us places we will never be able to see, and re: ng gives
us power over others. Power comes from knowledge, 13,,ing able to
communicate well and being well rounded and qualified for the job
market. I feel these general goals and other specific objectives out-
lines in each unit of study are being met successfully through the
following ways: instructional methods, motivation, classroom mate-
rials, a small group atmosphere and positive self-image

Our class begins with a vocabulary discussion. Next, we have a
few minutes of oral reading. The purpose is to share pleasure and
information through selected reading. The teacher then begins a di-
rected reading lesson. We pre-question and make predictions about
the story. Our objectives for the day are written on the board and
stated aloud. We always have a discussion and are given examples
before we are asked to do any written assignment. We feel comfort-
able asking questions and the t acher is glad to give us any help
that we need. In the classroom we have reading games, learning
centers, task cards, computers, and a library center w here we con-
tinue working when we have completed our written assignment.

The reading program is divided into 12 units. The teacher pro-
nounces and defines twenty words for each unit. We are given ac-
tivities, weekly tests, and unit tests. We are retaught and allowed
to retest if our score on a unit test is below 75 percent.

Most of our instruction is whole-group instruction, but when we
do our written activities we receive one-on-one help. Also, we may
divide into smaller groups during the written assignment. Some-
times, the groups must elect a leader, reporter and moderator. This
way, we learn through cooperation social skills and sharing ideas.

Our classes are not larger than 15 students. The smaller class-
room gives the teacher time to observe each student and give indi-
vidual help. She has the time to talk one-on-one with each student

A
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during the class period. We read stories and have discussions about
values and life skills to help us make the right choices in our daily
lives.

My mother also helps me to make right choices. She encourages
me to read by being a reader. She has newspapers, magazines and
books at home for the family to read. I try to read a book at home
every 2 weeks.

Mother encourages me in my school work by being involved with
school parent organizations.

My vocabulary work in Chapter I reading has ' llped me in my
understanding literature in my English classes. It has helped me to
be confident enough to join the school's speech club. I have learned
how to read charts, graphs, and maps that have helped me in my
math and social studies classes.

We work on reading selections from all the subject content areas.
Therefore, I do believe the Chapter I program is meeting the

needs of students. The program is helping s+idents with life skills
and reading skills to prepare us for a better and more productive
future.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Day follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CARLOS DAY

CHAPT'1' 1 READING MEETS THE NEEDS OF STUDENTS

Some of the general scale of the Chapter 1 Junior High Reading
P"ogram are:

1.) To help students develop and improw, basic and functional

reading skills - The primary objective is to bring students up to

grade level in reading. The program prepares us for the problems we

face in other subjects. We must be able to study effectively, take

notes, participate in discussions, prepare for teats, and complete

written assignments. 2.) To help students appreciate different

cultures and societies - We realize the United States is a

multicultural society. All religions, races, and cultures must be

able to work together in order to push forward as a great nation.

3.) To increase students' interest and ability in sharing pleasure

ar' information through selected oral readings - The teacher selects a

variety of oral readings, so that we may broaden our perspective of

the world and develop different interests. These selected oral

readings, also, enable us to practice communication skills. 4.) To

encourage students to form the lifetime habit of reading for

information and pleasure - We don't want to stop reading when we

finish school. We always want to grow. Reading takes us places we

will never he able to Bee, and reading gives us power over others.

Power comes from k,i'wledge, being able to communicate well, and being

well-rounded and qualified for the job market.

T feel these general goals and other specific objectives outlined

in each unit of study or being met successfully through the following

r
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ways: instructional methods, motivation, classroom materials, a small

group atmoaphere, and positive self-image.

Instructional Methods

Our class begins with a voc )ulary discussion. Next, we have a

few minutes of oral reading. The purpose is to share pleasure and

information through selected readings. The teacher then begins a

directed reading lesson. We prequestion and make predictions about

the story. Our objectives for the day are written on the board and

stated aloud. We always have a discussion and are given examples

before we are asked to do any written activities. We feel comfortable

asking questions and he teacher is glad to give us any help that we

need. In the classroom we have reading games, learning centers, task

cards, computers, and a library center where we continue working when

we have completed our written assignment.

The reading program is divided into twelve units. The teacher

pronounces and defines twenty words for each unit. We are given

activitier, weekly tests, and unit tests. We are retaught and allowed

to retest if our score on a unit test is below 75%.

Most of our instruction is wholegroup instruction, but when we do

otle written activities we receive one-on-one help. Also, we may

divide into smaller groups during the written assignment. Sometimes,

the g cups must elect a leader, reporter and moderator. This way, we

learn cooperation, social skills and share ideas.

1 j
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Motivation

Our teaoher has signs in the classroom that help motivate us.

For example, "I will try." Also, We learn from our mistakes" and

"It's okay to be wrong" are on the front board.

We read for five minutes at the beginning of the period Just for

pleasure.

We are allowed to play reading games, do bonus wurk, use the

computers, or read in the library center after we have finished our

work.

The reading games are educational, but fun. We have games like

"The Colossal Chicken" that is about exaggerations. Another game is

"Ocean Motions" which reviews details that support a main idea.

The library center has short, easy to read books on many topics.

We have newspapers, magazines, encyclopedias, dictionaries, and maps.

Each term our teacher puts a Reading Honors list on our door.

This list includes every student who has made C, B, or A in reading.

Sometimes, our teacher gives us candy if we do well on a test or

spelling bee. Also, at the end of the year, reading certificates are

given in an awards program.

Classroom Materials

I have already mentioned many of the classroom materials that we

use. Some others are literature programs, workbooks, and activity

sheets. We have many kinds of materials on different levels.

S ()
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We use maps, National Geographic
magazines, encyciol..dias, and

newspapers to explain different cultures and societies that we read

about.

Small Groupr .mosphere

Our classes are not larger than fifteen students. The smaller

classroom gives the teacher time to observe each student and give

individual help. She has the time to talk one-on-one with each

student during the class period.

Positive Self Image

As I have mentioned, the Chapter 1 program encourages

participation. Questions are welcome, and we learn from our mistakes.

We are given work in areas of weakness on our California Achievement

Test and Basic Skills Assessment Program tests so we can improve our

scores. We read stories and have discussions about values and life

skills to help us make the right choices in our daily lives.

My mother also helps me to make right choices. She encourages me

to read by being a reader. She has newspapers, magazines, and books

at home for the family to read. I try to read a book at home every

two weeks.

Mother encourages me in my school work by being involved with

school parent ol4anizations. She is interested in what I will become

and lets me know it.

My vocabulary work in Chapter 1 reading has helped me in my

understanding literature in my English classes. It has helped me to
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be confident enough to join the school's speech club. I feel

comfortable standing beforu the class and speaking. I have learned

techniques of speaking orally.

I have learned how to read oharta, graphs, and maps that have

helped me in my math and social studies classes.

We work on reading selection3 from all the subject content areas.

This gives me background information from which to grow in science.

English, and social studies.

Therefore, I do believe the Chapter 1 program is meeting the

needs of students. The program is helping students with life skills

and reading skills to prepare us for a better and more productive

future.

4: 1
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Carlos. You are a very
impressive example of the success of the Chapter I program and
your testimony is very helpful to the Committee as we assess the
importance of this program throughout the country.

I was particularly interested in your comment about reading.
Usiag reading skills at home that you have learned in school and
the parental support you have received is a very important aspect
of this type program. I remember you alluded to Mark Twain. He
said, "A person who doesn't read good books is no better off than
one who can't". That illustrates that we do not appreciate those
skills and the learning that we acquire nor do we appreciate what
it equips us to do.

I think the importance of parental support is also illustrated by
Mrs. McDonald's when we talked about the importance of supervi-
sory counsel. Tell us the way you go about getting participation in
your school district in the advisory counsel with parents or other
community citizens to help support what you are doing at school.

Mrs. MCDONALD. Our advisory counsels act aswe are a liaison
part of the committee with the rest of the committee. They get the
materials out, we help them to understand what we are doing, they
get volunteers to do certain things that need to be done and they
all around are helpful to us with the parents.

Senator COCHRAN. I know that Carlos Day pointed out what his
mother does in terms of being a motivator. Carlos, is that an im-
portant aspect of the Chapter I program for parents to get involved
in their children's curriculum?

Mr. DAY. Yes, sir, I think that real important for parents to get
involved and push you forward to your certain goal. My mother
and her mother before tha),, she encouraged my mother to read
more and she just tries to make me read as she does to be a success
in life.

Senator COCHRAN. I noticed the pen pal program discussed by Dr.
Robbins having an impact on the students. Were California and
Wisconsin the two States you mentioned? Is that a unique program
just in the Lafayette County District or is that something that is
done in other schools?

Dr. ROBBING. It seems that this year there is a good bit of writing
back and forth. Some of the regular classroom teachers have men-
tioned being contacted and our teachers picked up on it and had
extra time and had assistance from the teacher aides to help with
the students and then video tape swapping back and forth, that
was just wonderful.

Senator COCHRAN. That sounds like a great idea. I just wondered
whether it wfoi unique to that district, or whether it was something
that was acquired nationwide, or some kind of suggestion or guide-
lines from the Washington office. This is something we can take
back and share and

I would think it would be the talk around the country. That
sounds like a great !aea.

Mrs. McDonald, the reading specialist who were made available
to Tunica after 1975, there were not any before then and what an
impact that has made. Do you think that is a program that is
worth while and should be continued or should be made a part of
the Chapter I program?

S3
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Mrs. MCDONALD. I think it very much so is because if there is
something that you do not know you most certainly cannot teach
it. These were teachers who may have been elementary majors.
One or two of them at that time may have been. I think one was a
business major but they had to go back to school and learn the
skills to be taught in reading; therefore, now they know what they
are teaching.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Matthews, is this something that we have
available in all Chapter I programs?

Dr. MimrxEws. In the matter of reading specialist under state ju-
risdiction there are requirements a reading teacher must have. In
fact, they are the special certification that Mrs. McDonald spoke of.
Currently there are 563.73 FTE reading teachers, therefore reading
specialist in the state serving Chapter I students statewide.

Senator COCHRAN. Do you see in your evaluation of the Chapter I
program, Dr. Matthews, any improvement or changes that should
be made in the program as far as you are concerned? Based on ob-
servation, what would they be?

Dr. MATTHEWS. As guest studies when I teach would be yes sir, I
am, but I really appreciated Mrs. McDonald's statement when she
said we are getting better and we will g't even better. Therefore I
do believe there is already room as long as there are percentile
scores not yet achieved for us to move into them. I am pleased with
the progress and I think that we will continue to improve the
scores if we are reporting for nationwide observation in reading
and mathematics. To say there is a single thing, no, sir I do not
believe I can pin point a single thing that would make the reading
math course better, although am in agreement with your account-
ability measures in Hawkins-Stafford to say that we must be more
careful that the spearheads were our funds and there must be a
careful targeting involved, particularly our parents and other pro-
gram improvements as long as they are written in the law. As we
implement those sections I do believe that our scores will continue
to be better.

Senator COCHRAN. We seem to have increases for budget requests
to be approved in recent yea' s for Chapter I programs. Do you
think that may be justified on the basis of the experience that we
have had here in Mississippi?

Dr. MArrinws. To request more funds, yes, sir, I do, to have
more funds available.

Senator COCHRAN. In this morning's session, I made a point of
calling attention to the request for funding that we have been told
about in the present budget for increases for over $151 million in
the Chapter I program Congress may appropriate more than that
or the budget committee may approve more than that. I was just
wondering what your experience has been in terms of whether or
not that is justified. Do we have a need to continue to expand that
program?

Dr. MATTHEws. Yes, sir, in the final eyes I think it is justified. I
side with these fellow witnesses in that they have given you testi-
mony of their individual school districts and they are not selective.
And also I point out in my testimony to you I sited 21,000 children
that we know of who are not being serviced, so in a real sense
there are those children who have not yet had the opportunity for

64
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supplementary instruction to become these success stories that Dr.
Robbins and Mrs. McDonald and Carlos have shared with us and soyes, there is a need and as we find or the Congress is able to find
and pass on the funds for additional compensatory education pro-
grams I do believe it will make a difference nationwide.

Senator COCHRAN. I pointed out in my opening statement that
we are getting some additional funding because the concentration
grant program under Chapter I provides over $4 million for Missis-
sippi. It is not a misplaced appropriation.

Dr. MArrrnEws. I agree, it is not misplaced appropriation. The 4.3
concentration grant in our particular case will go pretty much
statewide.. There are four counties that are not eligible for the con-
centration grant under the formula but even in one of those I be-
lieve that would be an eligible school district and then to satisfy
the two percent we would be able to give that particular school dis-
trict its share of concentration money. But yes, that is not la-
gniappe. While it may be unexpected they are most appreciative of
it and it will be used to good advantage in our case.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Robbins, in your school district I know you
have an abundance of those bad mouthing about the way the funds
can be used and the way you spend the money. Is this program
structured too tightly? Should there be more flexibility for local de-
cision making in the way to choose how to use the funds? What is
your opinion of that?

Dr. ROBBINS. I do not think it is structured too tightly. It gives usthe freedom to spend money on our children and it also protects
that money from being misused. People always want to get at your
money and supplies and the guidelines let those of us in authority
say we can nut do it. And therefore the money is spent where it
needs to be spent.

Senator COCHRAN. I appreciate very much this panel being here
today and I think the contribution that each of you has made is
very important. I think the committee is going to understand
better how the program is working and will benefit from some ofthe success stories of the students who have graduated from ourschools because of the opportunity to stay in the Chapter I pro-
gram. Mrs. McDonald pointed out some specific examples of stu-dents who have gone on to achieve very important successes in
their lives because of Chapter I. And Carlos Day, you are a livingexanple of one of our youth who challenged it. You have spoken
very honestly today about the importance of this program andwhat it has meant in your life.

Thank you very much for being here and helping us in this way.Let me again ask the next panel to approach the witness table.
This is a panel that represents the state organizations interested in
and involved in education. This panel consist: of: Peggy Peterson,
President, Mississippi Association of Educators, Jackson, MS; Mar-yann L. Grs yk, President, Mississippi American Federation of
Teachers, Biloxi, MS; Dr. Betty Ann Jones, President-Elect, Missis-
sippi Professional Educators, Long Beach, MS; Daisy B. Cobbins,
President, Mississippi Parents and Teachers Association, Jackson,
MS.

I appreciate so much your accepting our invitation to come here
today and to be a part of the effort our committee is making to
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be' :ome better acquainted with our educators and activities in Mis-
sist ippi specifically the Star Schools program and Chapter I and
what it means to our State. As we have done with our previous
panels, we have statements which you have prepared for us and we
thank you for those. We will include them in the record in their
antirety and ask you each to proceed with your presentation. After
everybody has completed their statement, we will ask questions
and discuss what you have stated. Let us be-An with Peggy Peter-
son, President, Mississippi Association of Edu, ators.

STATEMENT OF PEGGY PETERSON, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI AS-
SOCIATION OF EDUCATORS, JACKSON, MS; MARYANN L. GRAC-
ZYK, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI AMERICAN FEDERATION OF
TEACHERS, BILOXI, MS; DR. BETTY ANN JONES, PRESIDENT-
ELECT, MISSISSIPPI PROFESSIONAL EDUCATORS, LONG
BEACH, MS; AND DAISY B. COBBINS, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI
PARENTS AND TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, JACKSON MS

Ms. PETERSON. I first have to thank you for the opportunity but
also tell you that being a native of Mississippi and you said 5 min-
utes, we usually take that time to say hello, but hopefully I can
hurriedly get through my comments.

Senator COCHRAN. We appreciate that.
Ms. PETERSON. As you are no doubt aware, service levels for

Chapter I compensatory education programs for disadvantaged stu-
dents have declined sharply over the past eight years. In the 1980-
81 school year, some 7 million students nationwide participated in
Chapter I. For the 1989-90 school year, only 5.6 million students
will be served. At the same time, the number of children in need is
growing. Today, Chapter I is serving only 40 percent of the eligible
children.

Nowhere is this more obvious than in Mississippi. Since fiscal
year 1980, Mississippi has lost more than $16 million in Federal
Chapter I resources after accounting for inflation. Tt would cost
some $153 million to serve all Mississippi students eligible for
Chapter I services in the 1990-91 school year. That would require
an increase in Federal funding of more than $70 million over cur-
rent levels.

Since fiscal year 1980, Mississippi has lost some $42 million in
nine of the largest Federal education programs as a result of infla-
tion and budget cuts. More than any other State, Mississippi is de-
pendent on Federal resources for education--15.7 percent of reve-
nue for public elementary aad secondary schools now comes from
the Federal Government.

I have included with my testimony a table that indicates the loss
of Federal funds to Mississippi for Chapter I and othek programs
from fiscal year 1980 to fiscal year 1989 when the appropriations
are adjusted for inflation.

The Federal Cr vernment must become more of a full partner in
assisting States aid local school district; to meet student needs.

Our association, the Mississippi Association of Educators, is com-
mitted to bringing about educator reform in Mississippi that gives
our students the opportunity to compete in a global economy. To do
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this, Mississippi and other states need more of a commitment from
the Federal Government.

Please help the students of Mississippi by increasing the levels of
Federal funding to at least the levels necessary to overcome thelosses due to inflation.

A few quick comments related to Star Schools. Because of the
limited time today, will only speak briefly regarding Star Schools.The Mississippi Association of Educatorg supports continued
funding for this program. We believe that the use of telecommuni-
cation can be a valuable enhancement to learning opportunities.

However, we must express two points of caution regarding Star
3 chools:

First, this type of learning experience cannot be looked upon as apanacea. We believe that telecommunication should be used as atool to provide enrichment, but, should ilot attempt to displace the
activities and opportunities afforded students by on-site profession-
al teachers.

Second, because of the lack of local revenues, many districts inMississippi will be unable to provide this type of service to their
students. As we understand the program local school districts mustpay a fee for those students who use the telecommunication pro-
gramming in their schools.

The Star Schools program should be continued and revenuesadded to make this service available to all students in Mississippi.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Peterson follows:]

c
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PEGGY PETERSON

MISSISSIPPI ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATORS

As you are no doubt aware, service levels for Chapter 1

compensatory education prograrft a.: disadvantaged students have

declined sharply over the past eight years. In the 1980-81 school

year, some 7 million students nationwide participated in Chapter 1.

For the 1989-90 school year, only 5.6 million students will be served.

At the same time, the number of children in need is growing.

Today, Chapter 1 is serving only some 40 per cent of the eligible

children.

Nowhere is this more obvious than in Mississippi. Since fiscal

year 1980, Mississippi has lost more than $16 million in federal

Chapter 1 resources after accounting for inflation. It would cost some

$153 million to serve all Mississippi students elgible for

Chapter 1 services in the 1990-91 school year. That would require an

increase in federal funding of more than $70 million dollars over

current levels.

Since FY80, Mississippi has lost some $42 million in nine of the

largest federal education programs as a result of inflation and budget

cuts. More than any other state, Mississippi is dependent on

federal resources for education--15.7 per cent of revenue for public

elementary .id secondary schools now comes from the federal government.

I have included with my testimony a table that indicates the loss

of federal funds to Mississippi for Chapter 1 and other programs from

FY80 to FY89 when the appropriations are adjusted for inflation.

The federal government must become more of a full partner in

assisting states and local school districts to metAt student needs.
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Our association, the Mississippi Association of Educators, is

committed to bringing about educator reform in Mississippi that gives

our students the opportunity to be competitive in our global economy.

To do this, Mississippi and other states need more of a commitment from

the federal government.

Please help the students o1 ississippi by increasing th' levels

of federal func.....4 to at least the leve?s necessary to overcome the

losses due to inflation.

STAR SCHOOLS

Because of the limited time today, I will only speak briefly

regarding Star Schools.

The Mississippi Association of Educators su )rts continued

funding for this program. We believe that the use of telecommunication

can be a valuable enhancement to learning opportunities.

However, we must express two points of caution regarding Star

Schools:

First, this type of learning eperience cannot be looked upon as a
panacea. We believe that telecommunication should be used as a tool to

provide enrichment, but, should not attempt to displace the activities

and opportunities afford students by on-site professional teachers.

Second, because of the lack of local revenues, many districts in

Mississippi will be unable to provide this type of service to their

students. Ns we understand the program, local school districts must

pay a fee for those students who use the telecommunication programming

in their schools.

The Star. Schools program should be continued and revenues added to

make this service available to all students,
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Final Appropriations F189 Va. Inflation Adjustment

Program

Final Approp.
FYBO (School
Year '80-'011

MissIssIppi State Table
Appropriations, That-124'4s of Dollars
For Selected Educatic, Proorams

FY90 Adlusted Difference
rot Inflation Final Approp. Final Approp.
(School Year FYB9 (School 11119 vs. FY80 Adjusted

'89-'901 Year '89-'901 (or Inflation

Cost of Ful
Funding

F190 (School
'90-'91

ECIA Chapter I (ESEA Title I Basic Grunts) 13433 9/(95 81501 -16294 152501

State Block Grunt IECIA Chapter III 6460 14145 5609 -8636 N/A

Impact Aid (nut forward foudiscil 4191 1(05 4162 -3541 N/A

tdocation lot .ne Handacapped 9111 70060 11/55 1801 112350

Vocational Education 8133 15111 11446 -1165 N/11

Adult Education 1298 1414 1904 -520 N/A

Pilingual Education 81 1911 904 -1017 4061

Math and Science 0 ASO 1650

Pell Grants 10575 65236 61115 1909 B8209

Supple...otal Educational Opportunity Grants 4942 0411 5716 -7616 N A

College Mori Study 9017 15314 9192 -5532 N/A

4692, I-inures rot F700 Adjusted for Inflation represent amounts required to maintain pr 1900 funding level after accov:iing for inflation.
:nflation ICP1O1 Meillute6 for the period of a Federal fiscal your (October I through September 301.

"ROTC: roll Funding estimateS for ECIA chapter I and Education for the Handicapped only represent DaSlc Wants t. Local EdUcAtion Agencies and
randirs,ed Balic State Grantl, respectively. FY 1969 inflation ORIMAtilS for ECIA Chapt sr I and Bilingual Educat1,n are derived from
projections by Data ilesoorce0. Inc.

An N indiCaYea that full funding ostIMates ore not applicable.

Prepared for NEA by Fiscal Planning SerfICIS, InC., Haithington D.C.
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Final AoproprlatIons FY09 vs. Inflation Adjustment

Program

Final Approp.
tY80 (School
Year '80-'811

NATIONAL TARLE
Appropriations, Thousands of Dollars

FY00 Adlusted s Difference
For Inflation Final Approp. Final Approp.
(School Year FY89 (School FY09 vs. i,(80 Adjusted
'89-'901 Year '89-'901 for Inflation

Cost of Foi
Funding

FY90 (School
'90-'911

Education Department
14399100 24996018 21900592 -1096246 N/A

SELECTED FEDERAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS:

EC1A Chapter 1
1221099 559102' 4510246 -1021582 6893269

State block Grant IECIA Chapter 11)
801511 1394899 491728 -901171 N/A

Impact. Aid loot forward funded)
825000 1432200 113094 -699104 N/A

Education for the Nandicapped
1049029 1821101 1966418 :45131 8416933

Vocational Education
801841 1391996 961044 -430952 N/A

Adult f. ducat Ion
100000 113600 116144 .372'.1 N/A

Bilingual Education
171763 298181 191946 -146235 1359832

MA and Science
0 0 11/132 111112 N/A

Pell Giants
29211000 4309608 4489115 95307 6090000

Supplemental Educational Opp,rtunity Grants 310000 642120 437972 -204148 N/A
College Work Study

550000 954800 610097 -344701 N/A

NOTE: (or rib° for Inllat ion represent amaunts regolred to maintain FY 1980 funding levels after account tog for inflation.1.1141too (CP(") 18 me ..rod for ,h0 period of a Federal fiscal year 'October
1 through seplember 10).

NOTE: Full Funding estimates for 1.1'14 Chapter
I and Education for the Handicapped ,aly represeot BASIC Grants to Local Education Agencies AndHandicapped BASIC State Graots. respectively. FY 1989 inflation estimates for ECIA Chapter 1 and bilingual Education are derived fromprojections by Oat& Resources, Inc.

An N/A indicates that full funding est)matOS ate not appllcable.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for your statement.
Mrs. GRACZYK.
Mrs. GRACZYK. My statement begins, Good morning. I thought

this would be finished in the morning. Thank you for the opportu-
nity to be with you today.

When I heard that we were coming to speak before you today I
began to ferret out statistical data and decided not to do that in the
oral presentation but to include that in the written presentation
and instead I want to speak to you today on statistics.

Our Governor and his wife are spearheading efforts against illit-
eracy in this state. And because of their efforts this state recently
had the privilege of hosting a national conference on the subject of
literacy. How profound that Mississippi with a population of almost
700,000 functional illiterates, a very high dropout rate and a very
high proportion of children-at-risk, should be the host of a confer-
ence dedicated to eradicating illiteracy.

Mississippi has led the Nation in Education Reform long before
mandates raced through other legislative agendas. Our own State
Department of Education and State Superintendent are continually
striving to attain the best programs and the most dollars for these
programs.

Having worked along with these groups over the years, we in
Mississippi American Federation of Teachers can attest that while
ideas abound for educational improvement, financing those im-
provements is another matter.

Mississippi, ranking the lowest in per capita earnings in the
nation, has an economic base that can hardly be expected to sus-
tain the ever increasing needs of education. Even with all of its re-
forms and progress, there is still a great deal of catching up to do if
we are to assure that our children will be able to compete economi-
cally and function as productive citizens within our own state, our
nation and even beyond.

The number one goal of the Mississippi American Federation of
Teachers is quality education for every child in Mississippi. All of
our efforts are geared to the attainment of this goal. We are as-
sured that the Governor's office and the State Department of Edu-
cation share with us in this priority.

Setting goals and priorities are one thing; attaining then is an-
other. And the sad truth is that while many goals can be reached
in nonmonetary ways, education, if it is to be successful, must be
funded adequately.

In January, President Reagan submitted his final budget recom-
mendations to Congress. In this budget, he re, xunntended freezing
education funds at the fiscal year 1989 level. When considering the
effect of inflation on the purchasing power of the dollar, President
Reagan's action actually amounts to a cut of $800 million in educa-
tional funds. A freeze put on allocations does nothing to stop rising
costs and needs.

President Bush presented revisions to the budget on February 9.
This included a list of education initiatives. Some of these might
even benefit the children of Mississippi. But his proposal placed the
remainder of the education programs at risk of being drastically
cut.
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Between fiscal year 1980 and fiscal year 1989, funding for the De-partment of Education while increasing on paper, actually declinedby 4.1 percent in real dollars. Funding for Chapter I, a focus oftoday's hearing, decreased by 12.8 percent in real dollars.Many of the members of our organization are Chapter I teachers.I was a Chapter I teacher, having taught in Mississippi for 14years, 5 of which were spent in Chapter I. No one can give you theimpact of cuts or freezes better than someone who has hat' toendure them. Neither can we recall those budget restraints withouthaving come to mind the children we serve. Some of them and theimpact that education or lack of education has had on our lives area constant reminder of the need there is for adequate funding inMississippi.
Donna was one of the children taught in a Chapter I program. Afrail, second grader, Donna was typical of the child we label disad-vantaged. Poverty, illiteracy, constant need were her life. Shequalified for the Chapter I program. And because of it, she bloomedlike a flower into a young lad now a woman, equipped to handleher life as a productive person contributing to the community inwhich she lives. Donna, who could not read, con prehend or com-pute when she entered our program, has completed some collegeand has a job. She, unlike her family before her, has broken thewelfare dependency cycle.
Donna is a success story, Chapter I is dedicated to providing edu-cational services for disadvantaged children. Although highly suc-cessful, this program serves only about one-half of the eligible stu-dents. In fact, it now serves 500,000 fewer students than it did in1980. The need to adjust to the real dollar world forces school dis-tricts to limit the services. This means that some children are leftout.
Douglas was one of these children. Douglas was one of those pov-erty kids who would have qualified if there had been more moneyin the program. He was a borderline Chapter I entrant; one ofthose students whose test scores and economic conditions show thathe needs the program, but who is wiped out when criteria is adjust-ed to suit the dollars in hand.
Douglas was bright. The problem was that his 1 'rightness did nothave a chance to come through. Poverty, bad housing under nour-ishment, family illiteracy, all overshadowed his potential. I didhave Douglas in the Chapter I program for 1 year. The programwas cut not to include his grade level the next year because of in-adequate funding. The ravages of the under privileged have devel-oped over a period of time so more than a year is needed for moststudents to make a complete turn around.
Achievements and hope nurtured in one year neeued more timeto become fully developed. When Douglas was left out of the pro-gram the following year, the strides that had been made slowly di-mihished. Poverty and frustration eventually won. Douglas becametruant, then ran away and became involved in small crimes. One ofthese, the theft of a radio, was just a few dollars hit enough toland him in jail. And on the night that he landed ir, jail he alsodied in the Biloxi jail fire.
There are a lot of Donnas' and Douglas's in Mississippi. What ismost alarming is that the need to help them and children this
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Nation gets greater every day. According to the Congressional Re-
search Service and the Congressional Budget Office, more than 22
percent of all children in the United States live in poverty. What a
sad commentary on the greatest nation in the world.

These children are educationally disadvantaged and desperately
need the Chapter I program. Rather than freezing the funds, the
allocations should be increased to include expanding programs,
such as family literacy.

Freezing Chapter I funds will result in real dollar cuts of ap-
proximately 46 percent. While Pi esident Bush has talked about the
positive aspects of his suggested programs, he has not mentioned
the down-side of the freeze and its impact on Chapter I programs.
If we truly care about the Donnas' and the Douglas's in Mississippi
and across this Nation, then surely we must find such freezes unac-
ceptable. If Chapter I did not have a proven record of success, freez-
ing or cutting the program would make sense. But it is a successful
program and needs to be funded adequately and expanded.

According to Fortune magazine, taxpayers pay about $4,000 a
year to send a child to school, and about $14,000 a year to keep a
prisoner in jail.

It 11 so ironic that we were not able to have enough money to
keep Douglas in a Chapter I, but had he lived and stayed in jail, we
would have had to fund $14,000 a year to keep him there.

On behalf of the Donnas' and the Douglas's in Mississippi the
Mississippi American Federation of Teachers urges you to make
this a "kinder and gentler" nation by providing for the needs of
these children who are our future.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Graczyk follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARYANN L. GRACZYK

Good morning and thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today.

I am Maryann Graczyk, President of the Mississippi American Federation
of Teachers, AFL-CIO.

When invIted to participate in this hearing, I immediately began to ferret
out statistics o impress upon this hearing the dire need for federal dollars in
the state of Mississippi. Having seen the list of speakers, however, I was convinced
that citing statistics would be echoing their expert presentations.

So, while I have included statistical data in my written presentation, I womb
like to focus, during this brief time with you, on the humanity behind the statistics.

Our Governor and his wife are spearheading efforts against illiteracy in this
state. Because of their efforts, this state recently had the privilege of hosting
a national conference on the subject of literacy. How profound that Mississippi
with a population of almost 700,000 functional illiterates, a very high dropout
rate and a very high proportion of children-at-risk, should be the host of a conference
dedicated to eradicating illiteracy.

Mississippi has led the nation in Education Reform long before mandates
raced through other legislative a, .ndas. Our State Education Superintendent
and State Board of Education are continually striving to attain the best programs
and the most dollars for those programs.

Having worked along with these groups over the years, we in MAin' can attest
that while ideas abound for educational improvement, financing those improvements
is another matter.

Mississippi, with its low ir.corne base, squeezes more out of its education
dollar than any other state. This affirmation was stated publicly by former Secretary
of Education Bell when he visited the state.

While this state struggles to take hold of its destiny against the tremendous
barriers of low-paying jobs and unemployment, its coffers are emptied quickly
as it tries to meet the needs of its citizens. This state simply cannot, on its
own resources, adequately fund the education programs it desperately needs.

Mississippi, ranking the lowest in per capita earnings in the nation, has an
economic base that can hardly be expected to sustain the ever increasing needs
of education. Even with all of its reforms and progress, there is still a great
deal of catching up to do if we are to assure that our children will be able to
compete economically arid function as productive citizens within our own state
and national borders, bUt with the world at large. Just as a chain is only as strong
as its weakest link, so too is a state and country as strong as its weakest member.

The federal government clearly has a responsibility to address education
in terms of a national perspective that places a high privity on investment in
all human resources that impact on the entire nation. A visa to our cities, our
counties, our schools can give you n clear picture of the poverty, the deprivation,
the frustration that faces educators on a daily basis.

Page I of 4
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The number one goal of the Mississippi American Federation of Teachers
is quality education for every child in Mississippi. All of our effol Is are geared
to the attainment of this goal. We are assured that the Governor's office and
the State Department of Education share with us in this priority.

Setting goals and priorities are one thing; attaining than is another. And
the sad truth is that while many goals can be renchcd in non-monetary ways,
education, if it is to be successful, must be funded adequately.

In January, President Reagan submitted his firml budget recommendations
to Congress. In this budget, he recommended freezing education funds et the
FY 1989 level - $21.9 billion. When considering the effect of inflation on the
purchasing power of the dollar, President Itengen's action actually amounts to
a cut of $800 million in education funds. A freeze put on allocations does nothing
to stop rising costs arid needs.

President Bush presented revisions to the budget on February 9. This included
a list of education Initiatives. Some of these might even benefit the children
of Mississippi. Hut his proposal placed the remainder of the education programs
at risk of being drastically cut.

When comparing budgets, it is not enough to see if the dollars allocated are
going up or down. We must calculate what these figures mean in real dollars.
A budget allocation may be raised but this does not mean that it is meeting the
needs of the new budget in the real world.

An example would be the cast of textbooks. In 1980, a hook may have cast
$6.00. If the budget allocation were to increase a dollar each year, it appears
to show an increase in support. But that feet is that a $1.00 increase a year
for the past eight years would not meet the real world's cost of the textbook
today. So the budget is inadequate. The same is true when a freeze is placed
on funds. Costs rise while funding diminishes. Schools cut back on their services
and the ultimate victim is the student.

Between FY 1980 and 1 Y 1989, funding for the Department of Education
while increasing on paper, actually declined by 4.1% in real (loners. Funding
for Chapter I, a focus of today's hearing, decreased 12.8% in real dollars.

Many of the members of our organization are Monitor I teachers. I was a
Chapter I teacher in Mississippi for more than five ,years. No one cnn give you
the impact of cuts or freezes better than someone who has had to endure them.
Neither can we recall those budget restraints without having conic to mind the
children we serve. Some of them and the impact that educntion or lack of education
has had on their lives are a constant reminder of the great need there is for adequate
funding in Mississippi.

Donna was one of the children I Wight in n Chepter program. A frail, second
grader, Donna was typical of the child we label disadvantaged. Poverty, illiterney,
constant need were her life. She qualified for the (limiter I program. And because
of it, she bloomed like a flower into n young Indy, now a woman, equipped to
hnndle her life as a productive person contributing to the community in which
she lives. Donna, who could not rend, comprehend or compute when she entered
our program, has completed Nom e eollerc and has ii job. She, unlike her fwnily
before her, has broken the welfare dependency cycle.

Page 2 of 4
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Donna is a success story. Chapter 1 is dedicated to providing educational
services for disadvantaged children. Although highly successful, thisprogram
serves only about one-half of the eligible students. In fact, it now serves 500,000
fewer students than it did in 1980. The need to adjust to the real dollar world
forces school districts to limit their semiees. This means that some children
are left out.

Douglas was one of those children. Douglas was one of those poverty kids
who would have qualified if there had been more money in the program. Ile
was a borderline Chapter 'entrant; one of those students whose test scores and
economic conditions show that he needs the program, but who is wiped out when
criteria is adjusted to suit the dollars in hand.

Douglas was bright. The problem was that his brightness didn't have a chance
to come through. Poverty, bad housing, undernourishment, family illiteracy,
all overshadowed his potential. I did have Douglas in the Chapter program for
one year. The program was cut not to include his grade level the next year because
of inadeqtate funding. The ravages of the underprivileged have developed over
a period of time so more than a year 19 rseedud for most students to make a complete
turn around.

Achievements and hope nurtured in one year needed more time to become
fully developed. When Do'iglas was left out of the program the following year,
the strides that had been made slowly diminished. Poverty and frustration eventually
won. Douglas became truant, then ran away and became involved in small crimes.
One of these, the theft of a radio, eras just a few dollars high enough to land
him in jail. On that very night, Douglas died in the Biloxi jail fire.

There are a lot of Donnas and Douglas's in Mississippi. What is most alarming
is that the need to help them and children across this nation gets greater every
day. According to the Congressional Research Service and the Congressional
Budget Office, more than 22% of all children in the United States live in poverty.
What a sal commentary on the greatest nation in the world.

These children are educationally disadvantaged and desperately need the Chapter
I program. Rather than freezing the funds, the allocations should be increased
to include expanding programs, such as family literacy.

The Committee for Education Funding, a coalition of 100 education organizations,
issued a call on January 5, 1989 for $2.5 billion in new federal funds for educatibn.
This would be the first of a four-year effort to bring the federal investment
in education back to the level of 1980.

In :980, education received 2.5 percent of the federal budget; at present
it receives about 1.7 percent. Translated into dollars, this means a difference
of nearly $10 billion per year.

A restored investment in education is needed to regain the nation's competitive
stature with other economies, to provide competent personnel for a strong defense
and firm foundations for growth and prosperity.

Page 3 of 4
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Freezing Chapter I funds will result in real dollar cuts of approximately 46
percent. While President Hush has talked about the positive aspects of his suggested
programs, he has not mentioned the down-side of the freeze and its impact on
Chapter I programs. If we truly care about the Donnas and the Douglas's in Mississippi
and across this nation, then surely we must find such freezes unacceptable.
If Chapter I ;lid not have a proven record of uccess, freezing or cutting the
program would make sense. It is a successful program, however, and needs to be
funded adequatley and expanded.

The Council for Economic Development estimates that each $1 spent in early
preschool intervention programs saves $5 in remedial education, welfare and
crime control.

According to Fortune magazine, taxpayers pay about $4,000 a year to send
a child to school, and about $14,000 a year to keep a prisoner in jail.

It is so ironic that we were not able to have enough money to keep Douglas
in a Chapter I program, but had he lived and stayed in jail, we would have had
to fund about $14,000 a year to keep him there.

On behalf of the Donnas and tilt Douglas's in Mississippi, the Mississippi American
Federation of Teachers urges you to make this a "kinder and gentler" nation
by providing for the needs of those children who are its future.

Prigv 4 of 4
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DECLINING FEDERAL FUNDS FOR EDUCATION:

Between FY 1980 and FY 1989, overall funding for the department of Education
(which includes most education programs) declined by 4.1%, in real dollars (i.e.
adjusted for inflation).

For selected federal programs, in real dollars, the percentage change is as
follows:

(Elementary-Secondary Education)
Chapter I, Compensatory Education - 12.816
Chapter II, Education Block Grant -62.6%
Bilingual Education -46.8%
Impact Aid (in lieu of taxes on federal land) -42.6%
Education of the Handicapped, State Grants +3.5%
Vocational Education -28.1%

Adult Education -0.5%

(Higher Education)
Pell Grants +26.6%
Supplementary Educar anal Opportunity Grants

(far students with exceptional need) -18.4%
College Work Study (for part-time jobs) -23.6%
Perkins Loans (formerly Nat'l Direct. Loans) -52.9%
Guaranteed Student Loans (which shows the growing;

dependence of the poor on loans) +29.0%
TRIO (Support Services, Talent Search, Upward

Bound etc.) -13.1%

Department of Education activities relating to
Education Re.eurch and Statistice -45.6r5

Addendum Page 1
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STATEMENTS OF THE NEED FOR EDUCATIONAL INVESTMENT:

The very successful Chapter I program, providing supplementary educational
services for disadvantaged children, now serves only about one-half of the
eligible students. It serves 500,000 fewer students than in 1980. This is due to
lack of adequate funding.

Head Start, though not a Department of Education program, provides
essential services. It now has sufficient funding to serve only about one-fifth of
the eligible children (usually ages 3 to 5).

Pell ()rants, for needy college students, which covered nearly 50 percent of
total college costs in 1979, now covers only about 29 percent.

Tilt', need for educational assistance to the disadvantaged has increased
drametically in recent years. In 1973, 19 percent of all children in America's
younLest primary families (those with family heads under age 25) were poor,
today more than half (54%) are poor. (from The Forgotten Half)

More than one-fifth (22%) of all children live in poverty. (data from Congres-
sional Research Service and Congressional Budget Office)

Conservative estimates suggest that as many as 30 percent of all children are
educationally disadvantaged because of poverty, racial discrimination, or neglect.
(Council For Economic Development)

There is a growing disparity of earnings between dropouts, high school graduates,
and college graduates. In 1986, 20 to 24 year-old dropouts earned on the average,
in real dollars, 4h percent less than similar dropouts 13 years earlier. The average
black, school dropout earned 60 percent less. (from The Forgotten Half)

From 1959 to 1986, earnings for young men who quit high school fen 26

percent, adjusted for inflation. The earnings of high school graduates dropped by
9 percent. (from Businessweek) Thus, the individual, social, and economic
consequences of not investing in education have grown more serious.

Economist Edward Dennison found that U.S. economic growth between 1948 and
1982 was in one-third part due to increased education of the U.S. workforce, one-
half due to technological innovation and increased know-how (which also lepends
upon education), anu only fifteen percent due to increased capital invest nent.
(from Businessweek) Thum, educational investment is vital to reestablishing a
competitive U.S. position in international markets and reducing the U.S. trade
deficit.

According to Pat Choat, T.E.W. Office of Policy Analysis, "Most of us, after the
age of 25, change occupations three times and jobs six times." (from Businessweek)
Thus, there is a great and increasing need for all workers to have the educational
background to adapt to occupational changes - as well as technological changes.

Addendum Page 2
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We can no longer afford throw-away youth. The U is facing a shortage of
young, skilled workers. The 16 to 24 age group is projected to decline from nearly
23 percent of the nation's population in 1955 to only 15 to 16 percent in 1995. Atthe same time, a much higher proportion of these youth will be poor, minority, andeducationally at-risk. (from The Forgottcn Half)

To illustrate the greater economic dependence on a smaller cohort of youngworkers, in 1955 there were more than eight active workers for each retiree
receiving Social Security payments. By the year 2000, 1 he ratio will drop to aboutthree - trove. (Social Security Administration) Clearly, every eligible worker mustbe prepared for full productivity.

COST BENEFIT OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS:

The federal government invested $7 billion in C.I. educational benefits for 2.2
million former military personnel. An assessment by the Joint Economic Committe
of Congress shows that the nation received, based on estimates of the total output
of goods and services, at least $5 (and perhaps as much as $12.50) for cach $1 invested.

The Council for Economic Develvpment estimates that each $1 spent in early
pre-school intervention programs saves $5 in remedial education, welfare, andcrime control.

According to Fortune magazine, taxpayers pay about $4,000 a year to send a
child to school, and about $14,000 a year to keep a prisoner in jail. Of prison inmates,
62% are high school dropouts.

Research by the High /Scope Educational Research Foundation determined that
one year of quality pre-school cuts the likelihood of becoming a dropout by one-third.

The American Agenda, by former presidents Gerald Ford and Jimmy Carter, states
that each year's school dropout class costs the country $340 billion in lost productivity
and forgone twos

Addendum Page 3
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CALLS FOR INCREASED EDUCATION FUNDING:

The Committee For Education Funding, a coalition of 100 education organizations,
issued a call on January 5, 1989 for $2.5 billion in new federal funds for education.
This should be the first step in a four-year effort to bring the federal investment
in education back to the level of 1980. In 1980 education received 2.5 percent of the
federal budget, and now receives about 1.7 percent. This amounts to a difference
of nearly $10 billion per year. The Committee For Education Funding believes the
lost investment in education must be restored if the nation is to regain its stature
as an internationally competitive economy, provide the pen lel for a strong defense,
and lay the foundation for future economic growth and prosperity. Specifically,
the committee calls for $768 million to adjust federal education programs for the
costs of inflation, $800 million to provide a modest investment in elementary and
secondary educatiun programs aimed at disadvantaged students, $800 million for
a similar investment in higher education programs for the disadvantaged, and $150
million for new initiatives and for other education programs.

Congressman Augustus Hawkins, in testimony before the House Budget Committee
on March 8, 1989, called for funding in the amount of $5.4C5 billion over the FY 1989
level fOr essential education, training, and early childhood health and development
programs. The Hawkins Plan is entirely consistent with the proposal of the Committee
For Education Funding, but broadens the initiative to include early childhood health,
education, and development needs, and includes funding to enhance worker training
and to fight the dropout and drug problems. Chairman Hawkins proposes that his
initiative be funded out of the $81.5 billion in additional revenues anticipated fur
FY 1990 by the Administration. The Hawkins Plan is deserving of our full support.

Senator Tim Worth (I) - Colorado) offered a proposal in the Senate Budget
Committee, on March 17, 1989, which incorporates the Committee For Education
proposal and adds a number of important investments in education and education-
related services. These include funds over the FY 1989 levels of $500 million for
Head Start million for teacher training, $50 million for Drug Free Schools,
$200 milli( child nutrition, $250 million for maternal and child health care.
The Tim Wirth initiative is important, inasmuch as Senator Wirth is a member of
the Senate Budget Committee. Essentially comparable proposals have now been
introduced into both the Senate and Hose budget deliberations. Both proposals

deserve our full support.
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PRESIDENT BUSH'S PROPOSAL FOR EDUCATION SPENDING:

In his amendment to the Reagan budget submission on February 9, 1989, President
Bush proposed initiatives amounting to $441 million for education. These included:

Merit Schools $250 Million
Awards For Excellent Teachers $8 Million
National Science Scholars $5 Million
Alternate Teacher and Administrator
Certification $25 Million

Experiments For Educational Achievement $13 Million
Historically Black Colleges $10 Million
Drug Free Schools $25 Million
Homeless Literacy $3 Million
Homeless Education $3 Million

President Bush has stated that he wants to be "the education president," and his
initiatives have received much attention. However, those individuals who are not
familiar with federal budgetary procedures are not aware of the hidden dangers in
the Bush plan. All of the remaining education programs, with few exceptions are
included in a "black box" with most other discretionary programs (programs that
depend upon annual appropriations) which would be frozen (i.e. no inflation adjust-
ment) at the FY 1989 level in "outlays." what this means is that for any one program
which receives an inflationary adjustment (which is necessary to avoid a cut in
services) there must be an offset by a comparable cut in anotherprogram. Or, the
alternative is to simply freeze all 'black box" programs at their FY 1989 level in
"outlays."

The problem with an across-the-board "outlay freeze" is that programs such as
education which are "forward-funded" receive massive, disproportionate cuts. If
such a freeze went into effect, some have forecast that Chapter I could be cut
46 percent, Handicapped Alucation cut 42 percent, Vocational Education cut 44 per-
cent, Student Financial Assistance cut 15 percent, and so on. The Bush Admini-
stration has, o. course, talked aobut the positive aspects of its program and not
mentioned the possible down-side. It is important to realize, however, the potential
danger which it repo. ads. In addition to the danger of large across-the-board
cuts, there is the danger of cutting existing programs in order to fund new programs
that arc not yet enacted into law - and maybe never will be.

While we have serious concerns that President Bush's funding proposals are
underfunded and in some cases, misdirected, the Mississippi American Federation
of Teachers, AFL-CIO, does applaud the President for omitting tuition tax credits
and other proposals which would support private schools with public dollars. This
is a welcomed change from the past yenrs and is worthy of mention.

Addendum Page 5
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you Mrs. Graciyk.
Our next speaker is Dr. Betty Ann Jones, Mississippi Profession-

al Educators.
Dr. Betty Ann JONES. Thank you, Senator.
Mississippi Professional Educators represents approximately

4,000 educators in the State of Mississippi. We believe that the wel-
fare of stu lents shoule be above all considerations. And our top
priority is ,hat the upgrading of the educational level of Mississippi
students.

Without a doubt, Chapter I is a vital force that is used in that
process of continuing to upgrade the educational level of Mississip-
pi students. Mr. Matthews brought to you today percentage data
that shows statewide Chapter I has been a successful program. The
example that 15 years ago a large percentage of our children on
national norm achievement tests, their percentile placed the
lower cartel whereas recent data, the average Mississippi student is
just slightly below the rational norm. But we are seeing that these
students, that Chapter I students are a vital part of this improve-
ment. In achievement they have continued to show improvement
forsince 1970 in reading and math achievement. As my cohort
seated next to me has pointed out though, the economics of Chap-
ter I does not look as bright for the state of Mississippi. There has
been a decrease in the number of Chapter I personnel, administra-
tive, instructional and support personnel. That decrease in person-
nel has caused a decrease, I think there is 5,500 less students being
served presently than the average served during the 1974-79 school
year. This current year over 20,000 students are presently not
being served in those grade spans that we are offering Chapter I to.
That number would be even much larger if you considered the
grade spans that are not being served idy Chapter I. An example of
the school districts I can give is the %le presently work with,
grades three through eight. So time .grades are not being served
and those children are not being cc:opted in 'ne eligible people.

Upgrading the educational level of all students is a real possibili-
ty, as you heard this morning through the Star Schools program.
This program has the potential to offer access to academic re-
sources by overcoming barriers of geogrr.phy, wealth, race, et
cetera. Through the use of this sophisticated satellite technology
the program can provide teachers and students in rural school
access to courses in advanced mathematics, foreign language and
v...ience. Due to the lack of available teachers in the state of Missis-
sippi it id a must that our schools make use of advanced technolo-
gy. The Star Schools program will help to ensure that our students
have a fair opportunity to prepare for national achievement tests,
college entrance tests, and to teach, job market.

Hearings before congressional committees have revealed that
President Bush supports the $21.9 billion budget request submitted
by President Reagan with $441 million increase in new initiatives.
His budget request and new education initiative fall short of meet-
ing a number of educational needs. For ^iates like Mississippi,
which are already devoting considerable . iurces to improving
educational standards and opportunities, the Bush cuts will make
the task more difficult. State funding is not available at this time
for such programs as Chapter I and Star Schools The recommend-
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ed elimination of Star Schools would mean access to advance math-
ematics, foreign languages and science courses would not be avail-
able for many students. The $151 million increase for Chapter I
does not provide for inflation. When viewed in the best light the
Bush increase for education would be about two percent. Two per-
cent is well below the rate of inflation. The failure to provide for
Chapter I called for last year in the Hawkins-Stafford Act (Ap-
proximately $500 million) will lower the number of children pres-
ently being served by Chapter I in Mississippi.

M.P.E. finds many, many merits in the new education initiatives
proposed by President Bush; yet, we strongly support adequate
funding of existing programs prior to the funding of new programs.
Chapter I and Star Schools are two programs which should receive
priority funding.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Jones follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. BETTY ANN JONES

Mississippi Professional Educators (M.P.E.) represents approximately

4,000 educators. We believe that the welfare of students must be placed

above all considerations. Our top priority is to help upgrade the educa-

tional level of Mississippi children and youth.

Without a doubt, Chapter I funds are a vital force used in the process

of continuing to upgrade the educational level of Mississippi students.

Statewide data supports the effectiveness of the Chapter I Program.

Fifteen years ago a large percentage of our students' percentile scores on

nationally normed achievement tests were in the lower quartile. Recent data

shows the average Mississippi student is now only slightly below national

norms. Chapter I students are a part of this improvement in achievement

scores. They have continued to show an improvement in both reading and

mathematics since the early 1970's.

The picture is not as bright for the economic impact of Chapter I in

Mississippi. There has been a decrease in the number of Chapter I adminis-

trative, instructional, and support services personnel. As a result 5,500

fewer students are being served than the average number of students served

from 1974-79. Current information reveals that over 20,000 eligible

students are not receiving Chapter I services in grade spans presently

being served by Chapter I programs. It should he noted that the number of

eligible students not being served would be much greater if saatistics ware

available on the number of students who arc eligible in grade spans that arc

not being served by Chapter I programs,
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Upgrading the educational level of all students is a real possibility

through the Star Schools Program. This program has the potential to offer

access to academic resources by overcoming barriers of geography, wealth,

race, and culture. Through the use of sophisticated satellite technology,

the program can provide teachers and students in rural school access to courses

in advanced mathematics, foreign language, and science. Due to the lack of

available certified teachers in these subject areas, it is a must that

advanced technology be used in oui schools. The Star Schools Program will

help to ensure that our students have a fair opportunity to prepare for

national achievement tests, college entrance tests, and the job market.

Hearings before the House Budget Committee and the House subcommittee

that oversees education appropriations have revealed that President Bush

supports the $21.9 billion budget request submitted by President Reagan, with

the addition of $441 million in new initiatives. His budget request and

new education initiative fall short of meeting a number of educational needs.

For states like MiGsissippi, which are already devoting consiAerable re-

sources to improving educational standards and opportunities, the Bush cuts

will make the task more difficult. State funding is not available at this

time for programs such as Chapter I and Star Schools. The recommended

elimination of Star Schools would mean access to advance mathematics,

foreign language, and science courses would not be availab!<_- for many students.

The $151 million increase for Chapter I does not provide for inflation. When

Oewed in 01'2 best light, the Bush increase for education would he about two

percent. Two percent is well below the rate of inflation. The failure to

provide the increase for Chapter I called for in last year's Hawkins-Stafford

Act ($500 million) will lower the number of children presently being served

by Chapter I.
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M.P.E. finds merit in the new education initiatives proposed by

President Bush; yet, we strongly support adequate funding of existing

programs prior to the funding of new programs. Chapter 1 and Star Schools

are two programs which should receive top priority funding.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much for your presentation.
We will now hear from Mrs. Daisy B. Cobbins, Mississippi Par-

ents and Teachers Association.
Mrs. COBBINS. Mississippi PTA appreciates the opportunity to

share the afternoon for Chapter I, program.
The central purpose of Mississippi PTA is t) ensure that educa-

tional opportunities of all the children are met, that their needs
sue met. And therefore, our association of over 60,000 members ap-
preciates the goals of Chapter I which are:

1. To help students develop and improve basic and functional
reading skills

2. To help students appreciate different cultures and societies
3. To increase students' interest and ability in sharing pleasure

and information through selected oral readings, and
4. To encourage students to form the lifetime habit of reading for

information and pleasure.
We feel that this program is vital to strengthening our students

in areas of needs for full participation in our education system.
There are 101,122 children in Mississippi enrolled in the Chapter

I program. The city of Jackson has 6,973 children enrolled. These
children and more to come should not be denied continued and im-
proved benefits from Chapter I. Chapter I offers a clearly defined
parent component which accounts for its level of success in many
of its local programs.

The parent component provides for:
1. Input in program design
2. Effective communication through newsletters, video tapes,

parent advisory council
3. Parent conferences
4. Training in parental responsibility
5. Effective involvement
6. Partnership in study habits
7. Accountability process for parents
8. Parent meetings
Even though occasionally parents have reservations at the begin-

ning of their children's enrollment in the program, after a brief
period of time, the quality, objectives and design of Chapter I win
their total support. Mississippi PTA supports the funding of and
further development of Chapter I in our State.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Cobbins follows:}
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAISY CORMS

I AM DAISY COBBIN.:, PRESIDENT, MISSISSIPPI PTA. THE CENTRAL edRPOSE OF

MISSISSIPPI PTA IS TO ENSURE THAT THE EDUCATIONAL NEEDS OF ALL

CHILDREN ARE MET. THEREFORE, OUR ASSOCIATION VIEWS WITH APPRECIA-

TION THE GOALS OF CHAPTER ONE -

1. TO HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP ANO IMPROVE BASIC AND

FUNCTIONAL READING SKILLS

2. TO HELP STUDENTS APPRECIATE DIFFERENT CULTURES AND

SOCIETIES

3. TO INCREASE STUDENTS' INTEREST AND ABILITY IN SHARING

PLEASURE AND INFORMATION THROUGH SELECTED ORAL

READINGS AND

4. TO ENCOURAGE STUDENTS TO FORM THE LIFETIME HABIT OF

READING FOR INFORMATION AND PLEASURE.

WE FEEL THAT THIS PROGRAM IS VITAL TO STRENGTHENING OUR STUDENTS IN AREAS

OF NEEDS FOR FULL PARTICIPATION IN OUR EDUCATION SYSTEM.

. THERE ARE 101,122 CHILDREN IN MISSISSIPPI ENROLLED IN THE CHAPTER I PROGRAM.

THE CITY OF JACKSON HAS 6,973 CHILDREN ENROLLED. THESE CHILDREN AND MORE

TO COME SHOULD NOT BE DENIED CONTINUED AND IMPROVED BENEFITS FROM CHAPTER I.

.
CHAPTER I OFFERS A CLEARLY DEFINED PARENT COMPONENT WHICH ACCOUNTS FOR ITS

LEVEL OF SUCCESS IN MANY OF ITS LOCAL PROGRAMS.

. rHE PARENT COMPONENT PROVIDES FOR -

1. INPUT IN PROGRAM DESIGN

2. EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION (NEWSLETTER, VIDEO TAPES

PARENT ADVISORY COUNCIL, ETC.)
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3. PARENT CONFERENCES

4. TRAINING IN PARENTAL RESPONSIBILITY

5. EFFECTIvE INVOLVEMENT

'6. PARTNERSHIP iN STUDY HABITS

7. ACCOUNTABILITY PROCESS FOR PARENTS

8. PARENT MEETINGS

EVEN THOUGH OCCASTfl!ALLY PARENTS HAVE RESERVATIONS AT THE BEGINNING OF THEIR

CHILDREN'S ENROLLMENT IN THE PROGRAM, AFTER A BRIEF PERIOD OF TIME, THE

QUALITY, OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN Of. LHAPTCR I WIN THEIR TOTAL SUPPORT.

MISSISSIPPI PTA SUPPORTS THE FUNDING OF AND FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF CHAPTER I

IN THE STATE OF MISSISSIPPI.
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Senator COCHRAN. Thank you very much Mrs. Cobbins. I was just
making a note to myself to observe from the testimony to me and
that parents are an essential element of Chapter I program,' They
are actually a target as well as the studer for it involves them to
try to help provide support and motivation for the child. Is it your
assessment and the matter of your association that that should be
continued or is it something that takes too much of the time of the
classroom teacher? What is your assessment of the way Chapter I
program . are working in the effort to involve teachers and involve
parents?

Mrs. COBBINS. I think it is very important. In fact, most. of the
training that we do in cur Parent Teacher Association is similar to
the training that takes place in Chapter I. In fact, information and
style of training for parents is adopted for our association. The
partnership between the parents and the teachers, that partner-
ship is very important because once that child leaves the classroom
and comes home you can just about tell the difference in his per-
formance when he gets that support from the home and parents
assume the responsibility and carry out the necessary support so
that the child knows that education is important. And I think that
the way that the parents are taught in Chapter I would be fine so
that parents would not only be involved but they also would have a
better understanding of the program so that they can be further
involved. Now we will not just ask to also provide opportunity to
train parents to be involved. That is important because a lotI do
not have any figures on this but just assume a large percentage of
the parents may be limited or just may not have had opportunity
that we really want the children to have and for Chapter I to have
this training component for this parent involvement is a very im-
portant part of the program for the success of their child.

Senator COCHRAN. Dr. Jones, I know you have experience in the
Chapter I program and I wonder whether you have any suggestions
to make about modifications or improvements in the program.

Dr. JONES. I support Dr. Matthews comments earlier and I just
would like to say I am excited over many of the things that are in
the Hawkins amendment, especially the parent control is much
stronger and if you like it you show it and am looking forward to
those changes. This is a personal thing with me and I hear these
numbers from different organizations and also we have to report to
the state on things. I would like a definition that is current nation-
ally on the word "eligible" that would mean the same everywhere.
You know you have to make decisions on those kind of things and I
used that in my testimony today about eligible students but that
definition can vary and I am interested in what other states record-
ed, I am interested in what other organizations, when they use it,
exactly what are they talking about.

Senator COCHRAN. This does not have anything to do with the
Department of Education's definition?

Dr. JONES. No, but that information is given back to yo k and for
those people that are there, I think national and you mentioned a
consistent definition of eligible students throughout the country, if
that is possible.

Senator COCHRAN. Mrs. Graczyk, you mentioned the subject of
literacy and I was impressed when we had that conference in Jack-
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son. Mrs. Mabus led that conference on literacy there. In fact I
wish I could have been there. I sent her a note congratulating h
on her leadership in this area. In that connection we had a hearing
the other day in Washington of our committee on the subject of the
Library Services and Construction Act that comes up for reauthor-
ization this year. There is a provision in that Act that authorizes
libraries to apply for grants to establish and carry forward pro-
grams addressing the literacy problem in local communities. I am
hopeful that we can see that Act not only reauthorized, but ex-
panded to include authority for grants to States to develop pro-
grams to address illiteracy problems using not only libraries, tradi-
tional library resources but computers, calling on this Nations re-
sources that would be under the jurisdiction of those grantees.
What would your reaction be to an enlarged discovery program
that provides direct financial assistance through that Act to deal
more effectively with problems of illiteracy in the States?

Mrs. GRACZYK. First I would say if you really meant it, very,
very, very fine. But participation ended, everything there is broken
up into sections. Some of the sections, adult literacy you just men-
tioned, some dealt with literacy in the work place, some dealt with
family illiteracy, white collar family illiteracy areas more closely
than any other in the workshop. However, some of these people
from the library system does as well and it seems that a lot of
those have extra funding, obviously which is needed for programs
like that. But I would not want to encourage funding that might
cut programs already in existence like there is apt to be something
where a local look is taken at the entire picture of illiteracy and
things go into it, components go into it that are funded at the top,
barring those.

Senator COCHRAN. I was glad to hear Mrs. Peterson mention her
experience as a Chapter I teacher or supervisor. My family, I guess
you may know, has been involved in education. My mother was a
Title 1, entitlement supervisor here in Hinds County public schools
and Jackson and my grandmother was a fourth grade teacher all
her life. She taught fourth grade; sometimes she taught other
grades when they needed other things at Utica schools. I feel like I
have grown up in a school teacher family and feel very close to
educators and those who have been involved in these experiences.
You make me remember a lot of things that I observed growing up.
My father was a principal and County Superintendent here in
Hinds County. My parents are both retired now and happy mem-
bers of the Retired Teachers Association and they are very in-
volved in all of those activities. So maybe I am prejudiced when I
come when I ask teachers to spend a lot of extra time to make our
system here in Mississippi a better one. I notice in your observa-
tion about the dollars we have spent and we do need to try to make
sure that we provide adequate funding for all our educational pro-
grams. I made some notes the other day at a meeting in the White
Housethis is actually on White House stationery, my notes are.
We were talking about the budget for education and the education
initiative that President Bush had advanced. This was from Lauro
Cavazos. He recited this as nationally, spending for education has
increased from $168 billion in 1980 to $330 billion in 1988. That is a
figure that he had that includes Federal and State programs, gov-

1 ; 3
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ernment spending up and down the line in all areas. We were talk-
ing about some target programs and somebody was calling atten-
tion to the fact that William Bennett's effort to do something about
the drug war that is going on in Washington, District of Columbia
might be more useful if that money were being spent in the Dis-
trict of Columbia school system. Another person who was there
brought out this figure which I thought was interesting. In the
United States today the average amount spent per student in our
schools each year 's $3,200. In the District of Columbia the amount
of money spent pi .r student is $6,800 per student per year. I do not
know that that proves anything. It is just an interesting statistic.
Someone earlier in the day made the point that you really cannot
measure education successfully in the dollars that are spent and I
know that is true. In Mississippi we are very glad we can observe
more money being spent for teachers salaries than for any other
activities in our schools. More than ever before in our history and
that is very encouraging and reassuring.

I think that this panel concludes our hearing today. Our next
hearing is going to convene on the Gulf Coast at the Mississippi
Gulf Coast Community College, the Jeff Davis Campus tomorrow
morning. We will have a full day of hearings on the subject of voca-
tional education. I invite any of you who would like to to come to
that hearing to see what we are doing in Mississippi and what
those Federal programs are and how they are affecting our voca-
tional education efforts.

I again want to thank everybody who participated today, particu-
larly Dr. Richard Boyd and the members of his staff who have
helped in the arrangements and provided the facility and especial-
ly all of our witnesses. You have really made this a special experi-
ence for our committee. The information that we have compiled
and the expressions and opinions that we have transcribed and will
transcribe in the hearing record will help support our request for
funding and also for program support from Washington that will
be beneficial to our students, teachers, administrators and our
State at large in the years ahead.

Thank you all for being a part of this effort.
Our hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, the hearing was adjourned, subject to the call of the

Chair.]
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